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Foreword 
 
The evaluation of research and doctoral training is being carried out in the years 2010–2012 and will end in 
2012. The steering group appointed by the Rector in January 2010 set the conditions for participating in 
the evaluation and prepared the Terms of Reference to present the evaluation procedure and criteria. The 
publications and other scientific activities included in the evaluation covered the years 2005–2010. 
The participating unit in the evaluation was defined as a Researcher Community (RC). To obtain a 
critical mass with university-level impact, the number of members was set to range from 20 to 120. The 
RCs were required to contain researchers in all stages of their research career, from doctoral students to 
principal investigators (PIs). All in all, 136 Researcher Communities participated in this voluntary 
evaluation, 5857 persons in total, of whom 1131 were principal investigators. PIs were allowed to 
participate in two communities in certain cases, and 72 of them used this opportunity and participated in 
two RCs. 
This evaluation enabled researchers to define RCs from the “bottom up” and across disciplines. The aim 
of the evaluation was not to assess individual performance but a community with shared aims and 
researcher-training activities. The RCs were able to choose among five different categories that 
characterised the status and main aims of their research. The steering group considered the process of 
applying to participate in the evaluation to be important, which lead to the establishment of these 
categories. In addition, providing a service for the RCs to enable them to benchmark their research at the 
global level was a main goal of the evaluation. 
The data for the evaluation consisted of the RCs’ answers to evaluation questions on supplied e-forms 
and a compilation extracted from the TUHAT – Research Information System (RIS) on 12 April 2011. The 
compilation covered scientific and other publications as well as certain areas of scientific activities. During 
the process, the RCs were asked to check the list of publications and other scientific activities and make 
corrections if needed. These TUHAT compilations are public and available on the evaluation project sites 
of each RC in the TUHAT-RIS. 
In addition to the e-form and TUHAT compilation, University of Leiden (CWTS) carried out bibliometric 
analyses from the articles included in the Web of Science (WoS). This was done on University and RC 
levels. In cases where the publication forums of the RC were clearly not represented by the WoS data, the 
Library of the University of Helsinki conducted a separate analysis of the publications. This was done for 
66 RCs representing the humanities and social sciences. 
The evaluation office also carried out an enquiry targeted to the supervisors and PhD candidates about 
the organisation of doctoral studies at the University of Helsinki. This and other documents describing the 
University and the Finnish higher education system were provided to the panellists. 
The panel feedback for each RC is unique and presented as an entity. The first collective evaluation 
reports available for the whole panel were prepared in July–August 2011. The reports were accessible to all 
panel members via the electronic evaluation platform in August. Scoring from 1 to 5 was used to 
complement written feedback in association with evaluation questions 1–4 (scientific focus and quality, 
doctoral training, societal impact, cooperation) and in addition to the category evaluating the fitness for 
participation in the evaluation. Panellists used the international level as a point of comparison in the 
evaluation. Scoring was not expected to go along with a preset deviation. 
Each of the draft reports were discussed and dealt with by the panel in meetings in Helsinki (from 11 
September to 13 September or from 18 September to 20 September 2011). In these meetings the panels 
also examined the deviations among the scores and finalised the draft reports together. 
The current RC-specific report deals shortly with the background of the evaluation and the terms of 
participation. The main evaluation feedback is provided in the evaluation report, organised according to 
the evaluation questions. The original material provided by the RCs for the panellists has been attached to 
these documents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of the evaluation steering group and office, I sincerely wish to thank you warmly for your 
participation in this evaluation. The effort you made in submitting the data to TUHAT-RIS is gratefully 
acknowledged by the University. We wish that you find this panel feedback useful in many ways. The 
bibliometric profiles may open a new view on your publication forums and provide a perspective for 
discussion on your choice of forums. We especially hope that this evaluation report will help you in setting 
the future goals of your research. 
 
Johanna Björkroth 
Vice-Rector 
Chair of the Steering Group of the Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steering Group of the evaluation 
Steering group, nominated by the Rector of the University, was responsible for the  
planning of the evaluation and its implementation having altogether 22 meetings  
between February 2010 and March 2012. They all represent the University of Helsinki. 
 
Chair 
Vice-Rector, professor Johanna Björkroth 
 
Vice-Chair 
Professor Marja Airaksinen 
 
Chief Information Specialist, Dr Maria Forsman 
Professor Arto Mustajoki 
University Lecturer, Dr Kirsi Pyhältö 
Director of Strategic Planning and Development, Dr Ossi Tuomi 
Doctoral candidate, MSocSc Jussi Vauhkonen 
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Panel members 
CHAIR 
Professor Wim van den Doel 
Contemporary history, history of European relations with the world 
beyond Europe 
Leiden University, the Netherlands 
 
VICE-CHAIR 
Professor Kerstin Jonasson 
Romance languages, linguistics 
Uppsala University, Sweden 
 
Professor Regina Bendix 
European ethnology, scientific history of ethnography, folklore 
University of Göttingen, Germany 
 
Professor Paul Cobley 
History, American studies, communication, semiotics 
London Metropolitan University, Great Britain 
 
Professor Troels Engberg-Pedersen1 
Theology, early Christian thought, ancient philosophy 
University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
Professor Erhard Hinrichs 
Linguistics, language technology, infrastructures 
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Germany 
 
Professor Jutta Scherrer 
Intellectual and cultural history of Russia, history of ideologies 
L'École des hautes études en sciences sociales (EHESS), France 
 
Professor Klaus Tanner2 
Theology, ethics 
University of Heidelberg, Germany 
 
Professor Pauline von Bonsdorff 
Aesthetics, art education 
University of Jyväskylä, Finland 
 
The panel, independently, evaluated all the submitted material and was responsible for the 
feedback of the RC-specific reports. The panel members were asked to confirm whether they had any 
conflict of interests with the RCs. If this was the case, the panel members disqualified themselves in 
discussion and report writing. 
 
 
Added expertise to the evaluation was contributed by the members from the other panels. 
 
Experts from the Other Panels 
Professor Caitlin Buck, from the Panel of Natural Sciences 
Professor Allen Ketcham, from the Panel of Social Sciences 
Professor Erno Lehtinen, from the Panel of Social Sciences 
Professor Jan van Leeuwen, from the Panel of Natural Sciences 
 
                                                                
1 Professor Engberg-Pedersen contributed in the report writing although was not able to take part in the meetings in 
Helsinki. 
2 Professor Tanner was involved in the discussions in Helsinki, but not in the pre-work and writing of the reports. 
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EVALUATION OFFICE 
Dr Seppo Saari, Doc., Senior Adviser in Evaluation, was responsible for the entire 
evaluation, its planning and implementation and acted as an Editor-in-chief of the 
reports. 
 
Dr Eeva Sievi, Doc., Adviser, was responsible for the registration and evaluation 
material compilations for the panellists. She worked in the evaluation office from 
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MSocSc Paula Ranne, Planning Officer, was responsible for organising the panel 
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Mr Antti Moilanen, Project Secretary, was responsible for editing the reports. He 
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Mrs Aija Kaitera, Project Manager of TUHAT-RIS served the project ex officio 
providing the evaluation project with the updated information from TUHAT-RIS. 
The TUHAT office assisted in mapping the publications with CWTS/University of 
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MA Liisa Ekebom, Assisting Officer, served in TUHAT-RIS updating the 
publications for the evaluation. She also assisted the UH/Library analyses. 
 
BA Liisa Jäppinen, Assisting Officer, served in TUHAT-RIS updating the 
publications for the evaluation. 
 
HELSINKI UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
Provision of the publication analyses 
Dr Maria Forsman, Chief Information Specialist in the Helsinki University Library, 
managed with her 10 colleagues the bibliometric analyses in humanities, social 
sciences and in other fields of sciences where CWTS analyses were not 
applicable. 
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Acronyms and abbreviations applied in the report 
 
External competitive funding 
AF – Academy of Finland 
TEKES - Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation  
EU - European Union 
ERC - European Research Council 
International and national foundations 
FP7/6 etc. /Framework Programmes/Funding of European Commission 
 
Evaluation marks 
Outstanding (5) 
Excellent  (4) 
Very Good  (3) 
Good  (2) 
Sufficient  (1) 
 
Abbreviations of Bibliometric Indicators 
P - Number of publications 
TCS – Total number of citations 
MCS - Number of citations per publication, excluding self-citations 
PNC - Percentage of uncited publications 
MNCS - Field-normalized number of citations per publication 
MNJS - Field-normalized average journal impact 
THCP10 - Field-normalized proportion highly cited publications (top 10%) 
INT_COV - Internal coverage, the average amount of references covered by the WoS 
WoS – Thomson Reuters Web of Science Databases 
 
Participation category 
Category 1. The research of the participating community represents the international cutting edge in its 
field. 
Category 2. The research of the participating community is of high quality, but the community in its 
present composition has yet to achieve strong international recognition or a clear break-through. 
Category 3. The research of the participating community is distinct from mainstream research, and the 
special features of the research tradition in the field must be considered in the evaluation. 
Category 4. The research of the participating community represents an innovative opening. 
Category 5. The research of the participating community has a highly significant societal impact. 
 
Research focus areas of the University of Helsinki 
Focus area 1: The basic structure, materials and natural resources of the physical world 
Focus area 2: The basic structure of life 
Focus area 3: The changing environment – clean water 
Focus area 4: The thinking and learning human being 
Focus area 5: Welfare and safety 
Focus area 6: Clinical research 
Focus area 7: Precise reasoning 
Focus area 8: Language and culture 
Focus area 9: Social justice 
Focus area 10: Globalisation and social change 
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1 Introduction to the Evaluation 
1.1 RC-specific evaluation reports 
The participants in the evaluation of research and doctoral training were Researcher Communities 
(hereafter referred to as the RC). The RC refers to the group of researchers who registered together in the 
evaluation of their research and doctoral training. Preconditions in forming RCs were stated in the 
Guidelines for the Participating Researcher Communities. The RCs defined themselves whether their 
compositions should be considered well-established or new. 
It is essential to emphasise that the evaluation combines both meta-evaluation3 and traditional 
research assessment exercise and its focus is both on the research outcomes and procedures associated 
with research and doctoral training. The approach to the evaluation is enhancement-led where self-
evaluation constituted the main information. The answers to the evaluation questions formed together 
with the information of publications and other scientific activities an entity that was to be reviewed as a 
whole. 
The present evaluation recognizes and justifies the diversity of research practices and publication 
traditions. Traditional Research Assessment Exercises do not necessarily value high quality research with 
low volumes or research distinct from mainstream research. It is challenging to expose the diversity of 
research to fair comparison. To understand the essence of different research practices and to do justice to 
their diversity was one of the main challenges of the present evaluation method. Understanding the 
divergent starting points of the RCs demanded sensitivity from the evaluators. 
1.2 Aims and objectives in the evaluation 
The aims of the evaluation are as follows: 
 to improve the level of research and doctoral training at the University of Helsinki and to raise 
their international profile in accordance with the University’s strategic policies. The improvement 
of doctoral training should be compared to the University’s policy.4 
 to enhance the research conducted at the University by taking into account the diversity, 
originality, multidisciplinary nature, success and field-specificity, 
 to recognize the conditions and prerequisites under which excellent, original and high-impact 
research is carried out, 
 to offer the academic community the opportunity to receive topical and versatile international 
peer feedback, 
 to better recognize the University’s research potential. 
 to exploit the University’s TUHAT research information system to enable transparency of 
publishing activities and in the production of reliable, comparable data. 
1.3 Evaluation method 
The evaluation can be considered as an enhancement-led evaluation. Instead of ranking, the main aim is to 
provide useful information for the enhancement of research and doctoral training of the participating RCs. 
The comparison should take into account each field of science and acknowledge their special character. 
                                                                
3 The panellists did not read research reports or abstracts but instead, they evaluated answers to the evaluation 
questions, tables and compilations of publications, other scientific activities, bibliometrics or comparable analyses. 
4
 Policies on doctoral degrees and other postgraduate degrees at the University of Helsinki.  
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The comparison produced information about the present status and factors that have lead to success. Also 
challenges in the operations and outcomes were recognized. 
The evaluation approach has been designed to recognize better the significance and specific nature of 
researcher communities and research areas in the multidisciplinary top-level university. Furthermore, one 
of the aims of the evaluation is to bring to light those evaluation aspects that differ from the prevalent 
ones. Thus the views of various fields of research can be described and research arising from various 
starting points understood better. The doctoral training is integrated into the evaluation as a natural 
component related to research. Operational processes of doctoral training are being examined in the 
evaluation. 
 
Five stages of the evaluation method were: 
1. Registration – Stage 1 
2. Self-evaluation – Stage 2 
3. TUHAT5 compilations on publications and other scientific activities6 
4. External evaluation 
5. Public reporting 
1.4 Implementation of the external evaluation 
Five Evaluation Panels 
Five evaluation panels consisted of independent, renowned and highly respected experts. The main 
domains of the panels are: 
1. biological, agricultural and veterinary sciences 
2. medicine, biomedicine and health sciences 
3. natural sciences 
4. humanities 
5. social sciences 
The University invited 10 renowned scientists to act as chairs or vice-chairs of the five panels based on 
the suggestions of faculties and independent institutes. Besides leading the work of the panel, an 
additional role of the chairs was to discuss with other panel chairs in order to adopt a broadly similar 
approach. The panel chairs and vice-chairs had a pre-meeting on 27 May 2011 in Amsterdam. 
The panel compositions were nominated by the Rector of the University 27 April 2011. The participating 
RCs suggested the panel members. The total number of panel members was 50. The reason for a smaller 
number of panellists as compared to the previous evaluations was the character of the evaluation as a 
meta-evaluation. The panellists did not read research reports or abstracts but instead, they evaluated 
answers to the evaluation questions, tables and compilations of publications, other scientific activities, 
bibliometrics and comparable analyses. 
 
The panel meetings were held in Helsinki: 
 On 11–13 September 2011: (1) biological, agricultural and veterinary sciences, (2) medicine, 
biomedicine and health sciences and (3) natural sciences.  
 On 18–20 September 2011: (4) humanities and (5) social sciences. 
  
                                                                
5 TUHAT (acronym) of Research Information System (RIS) of the University of Helsinki 
6 Supervision of thesis, prizes and awards, editorial work and peer reviews, participation in committees, boards and 
networks and public appearances. 
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1.5 Evaluation material 
The main material in the evaluation was the RCs’ self-evaluations that were qualitative in character and 
allowed the RCs to choose what was important to mention or emphasise and what was left unmentioned. 
The present evaluation is exceptional at least in the Finnish context because it is based on both the 
evaluation documentation (self-evaluation questions, publications and other scientific activities) and the 
bibliometric reports. All documents were delivered to the panellists for examination. 
Traditional bibliometrics can be reasonably done mainly in medicine, biosciences and natural sciences 
when using the Web of Science database, for example. Bibliometrics, provided by CWTS/The Centre for 
Science and Technology Studies, University of Leiden, cover only the publications that include WoS 
identification in the TUHAT-RIS. 
Traditional bibliometrics are seldom relevant in humanities and social sciences because the 
international comparable databases do not store every type of high quality research publications, such as 
books and monographs and scientific journals in other languages than English. The Helsinki University 
Library has done analysis to the RCs, if their publications were not well represented in the Web of Science 
databases (RCs should have at least 50 publications and internal coverage of publications more than 40%) 
– it meant 58 RCs. The bibliometric material for the evaluation panels was available in June 2011. The RC-
specific bibliometric reports are attached at the end of each report. 
The panels were provided with the evaluation material and all other necessary background information, 
such as the basic information about the University of Helsinki and the Finnish higher education system. 
 
Evaluation material 
1. Registration documents of the RCs for the background information 
2. Self evaluation material – answers to the evaluation questions 
3. Publications and other scientific activities based on the TUHAT RIS: 
3.1. statistics of publications 
3.2. list of publications 
3.3. statistics of other scientific activities 
3.4. list of other scientific activities 
4. Bibliometrics and comparable analyses: 
4.1. Analyses of publications based on the verification of TUHAT-RIS publications with the Web 
of Science publications (CWTS/University of Leiden) 
4.2. Publication statistics analysed by the Helsinki University Library - mainly for humanities and 
social sciences 
5. University level survey on doctoral training (August 2011) 
6. University level analysis on publications 2005–2010 (August 2011) provided by CWTS/University 
of Leiden 
 
Background material 
 
University of Helsinki 
- Basic information about the University of the Helsinki 
- The structure of doctoral training at the University of Helsinki 
- Previous evaluations of research at the University of Helsinki – links to the reports: 1998 and 2005 
 
The Finnish Universities/Research Institutes 
- Finnish University system 
- Evaluation of the Finnish National Innovation System 
- The State and Quality of Scientific Research in Finland. Publication of the Academy of Finland 
9/09. 
 
The evaluation panels were provided also with other relevant material on request before the meetings in 
Helsinki. 
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1.6 Evaluation questions and material 
The participating RCs answered the following evaluation questions which are presented according to the 
evaluation form. In addition, TUHAT RIS was used to provide the additional material as explained. For 
giving the feedback to the RCs, the panellists received the evaluation feedback form constructed in line 
with the evaluation questions: 
 
1. Focus and quality of the RC’s research 
 Description of 
- the RC’s research focus. 
- the quality of the RC’s research (incl. key research questions and results) 
- the scientific significance of the RC’s research in the research field(s) 
 Identification of the ways to strengthen the focus and improve the quality of the RC’s research 
The additional material: TUHAT compilation of the RC’s publications, analysis of the RC’s publications data 
(provided by University of Leiden and the Helsinki University Library) 
A written feedback from the aspects of: scientific quality, scientific significance, societal impact, 
innovativeness 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
Numeric evaluation: OUTSTANDING (5), EXCELLENT (4), VERY GOOD (3), GOOD (2), SUFFICIENT (1) 
 
2. Practises and quality of doctoral training 
 Organising of the doctoral training in the RC. Description of the RC’s principles for: 
- recruitment and selection of doctoral candidates 
- supervision of doctoral candidates 
- collaboration with faculties, departments/institutes, and potential graduate schools/doctoral 
programmes 
- good practises and quality assurance in doctoral training 
- assuring of good career perspectives for the doctoral candidates/fresh doctorates 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to the practises and quality of doctoral 
training, and the actions planned for their development. 
The additional material: TUHAT compilation of the RC’s other scientific activities/supervision of doctoral 
dissertations 
A written feedback from the aspects of: processes and good practices related to leadership and 
management 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
Numeric evaluation: OUTSTANDING (5), EXCELLENT (4), VERY GOOD (3), GOOD (2), SUFFICIENT (1) 
 
3. The societal impact of research and doctoral training 
 Description on how the RC interacts with and contributes to the society (collaboration with 
public, private and/or 3rd sector). 
 Identification of the ways to strengthen the societal impact of the RC’s research and doctoral 
training. 
The additional material: TUHAT compilation of the RC’s other scientific activities. 
A written feedback from the aspects of: societal impact, national and international collaboration, 
innovativeness 
 
  Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
Numeric evaluation: OUTSTANDING (5), EXCELLENT (4), VERY GOOD (3), GOOD (2), SUFFICIENT (1) 
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4. International and national (incl. intersectoral) research collaboration and researcher mobility 
 Description of  
- the RC’s research collaborations and joint doctoral training activities 
- how the RC has promoted researcher mobility 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to research collaboration and 
researcher mobility, and the actions planned for their development. 
A written feedback from the aspects of: scientific quality, national and international collaboration 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
Numeric evaluation: OUTSTANDING (5), EXCELLENT (4), VERY GOOD (3), GOOD (2), SUFFICIENT (1) 
 
5. Operational conditions  
 Description of the operational conditions in the RC’s research environment (e.g. research 
infrastructure, balance between research and teaching duties). 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to operational conditions, and the 
actions planned for their development. 
A written feedback from the aspects of: processes and good practices related to leadership and 
management 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
6. Leadership and management in the researcher community 
 Description of 
- the execution and processes of leadership in the RC 
- how the management-related responsibilities and roles are distributed in the RC 
- how the leadership- and management-related processes support 
- high quality research 
- collaboration between principal investigators and other researchers in the RC 
the RC’s research focus 
- strengthening of the RC’s know-how 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to leadership and management, and 
the actions planned for developing the processes 
 
7. External competitive funding of the RC 
 The RCs were asked to provide information of such external competitive funding, where: 
- the funding decisions have been made during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010, and 
- the administrator of the funding is/has been the University of Helsinki 
 On the e-form the RCs were asked to provide: 
1) The relevant funding source(s) from a given list (Academy of Finland/Research Council, TEKES/The 
Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation , EU, ERC, foundations, other national funding 
organisations, other international funding organisations), and 
2)The total sum of funding which the organisation in question had decided to allocate to the RCs 
members during 1.1.2005–31.12.2010. 
 
Competitive funding reported in the text is also to be considered when evaluating this point. 
A written feedback from the aspects of: scientific quality, scientific significance, societal impact, 
innovativeness, future significance 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
8. The RC’s strategic action plan for 2011–2013 
 RC’s description of their future perspectives in relation to research and doctoral training. 
A written feedback from the aspects of: scientific quality, scientific significance, societal Impact, processes 
and good practices related to leadership and management, national and international collaboration, 
innovativeness, future significance 
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
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 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
9. Evaluation of the category of the RC in the context of entity of the evaluation material (1-8) 
 
The RC’s fitness to the chosen participation category 
A written feedback evaluating the RC’s fitness to the chosen participation category  
 Strengths 
 Areas of development 
 Other remarks 
 Recommendations 
 
Numeric evaluation: OUTSTANDING (5), EXCELLENT (4), VERY GOOD (3), GOOD (2), SUFFICIENT (1) 
 
10. Short description of how the RC members contributed the compilation of the stage 2 material 
Comments on the compilation of evaluation material 
 
11. How the UH’s focus areas are presented in the RC’s research? 
Comments if applicable 
 
12. RC-specific main recommendations based on the previous questions 1–11 
 
13. RC-specific conclusions 
1.7 Evaluation criteria 
The panellists were expected to give evaluative and analytical feedback to each evaluation question 
according to their aspects in order to describe and justify the quality of the submitted material. In 
addition, the evaluation feedback was asked to be pointed out the level of the performance according to 
the following classifications: 
 outstanding  (5) 
 excellent  (4) 
 very good  (3) 
 good   (2) 
 sufficient  (1) 
 
Evaluation according to the criteria was to be made with thorough consideration of the entire 
evaluation material of the RC in question. Finally, in questions 1-4 and 9, the panellists were expected to 
classify their written feedback into one of the provided levels (the levels included respective descriptions, 
‘criteria’). Some panels used decimals in marks. The descriptive level was interpreted according to the 
integers and not rounding up the decimals by the editors. 
 
Description of criteria levels 
Question 1 – FOCUS AND QUALITY OF THE RC’S RESEARCH 
 
Classification: Criteria (level of procedures and results) 
Outstanding quality of procedures and results (5) 
Outstandingly strong research, also from international perspective. Attracts great international 
interest with a wide impact, including publications in leading journals and/or monographs published 
by leading international publishing houses. The research has world leading qualities. The research 
focus, key research questions scientific significance, societal impact and innovativeness are of 
outstanding quality. 
In cases where the research is of a national character and, in the judgement of the evaluators, should 
remain so, the concepts of ”international attention” or ”international impact” etc. in the grading 
criteria above may be replaced by ”international comparability”. 
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Operations and procedures are of outstanding quality, transparent and shared in the community. The 
improvement of research and other efforts are documented and operations and practices are in 
alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of 
outstanding quality. 
Excellent quality of procedures and results (4) 
Research of excellent quality. Typically published with great impact, also internationally. Without 
doubt, the research has a leading position in its field in Finland. 
Operations and procedures are of excellent quality, transparent and shared in the community. The 
improvement of research and other efforts are documented and operations and practices are to 
large extent in alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the community together 
is of excellent quality. 
Very good quality of procedures and results (3) 
The research is of such very good quality that it attracts wide national and international attention. 
Operations and procedures are of very good quality, transparent and shared in the community. The 
improvement of research and other efforts are documented and operations and practices are to 
large extent in alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the community together 
is of very good quality. 
Good quality of procedures and results (2) 
Good research attracting mainly national attention but possessing international potential, 
extraordinarily high relevance may motivate good research. 
Operations and procedures are of good quality, shared occasionally in the community. The 
improvement of research and other efforts are occasionally documented and operations and 
practices are to large extent in alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the 
community together is of good quality. 
Sufficient quality of procedures and results (1) 
In some cases the research is insufficient and reports do not gain wide circulation or do not have 
national or international attention. Research activities should be revised. 
Operations and procedures are of sufficient quality, shared occasionally in the community. The 
improvement of research and other efforts are occasionally documented and operations and 
practices are to some extent in alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the 
community together is of sufficient quality. 
 
Question 2 – DOCTORAL TRAINING 
Question 3 – SOCIETAL IMPACT 
Question 4 – COLLABORATION 
 
Classification: Criteria (level of procedures and results) 
Outstanding quality of procedures and results (5) 
Procedures are of outstanding quality, transparent and shared in the community. The practices and 
quality of doctoral training/societal impact/international and national collaboration/leadership and 
management are documented and operations and practices are in alignment with the 
documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of outstanding quality. The 
procedures and results are regularly evaluated and the feedback has an effect on the planning. 
Excellent quality of procedures and results (4) 
Procedures are of excellent quality, transparent and shared in the community. The practices and 
quality of doctoral training/societal impact/international and national collaboration/leadership and 
management are documented and operations and practices are to large extent in alignment with the 
documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of excellent quality. The 
procedures and outcomes are evaluated and the feedback has an effect on the planning. 
Very good quality of procedures and results (3) 
Procedures are of very good quality, transparent and shared in the community. The practices and 
quality of doctoral training/societal impact/international and national collaboration/leadership and 
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management are documented and operations and practices are to large extent in alignment with the 
documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of very good quality. 
Good quality of procedures and results (2) 
Procedures are of good quality, shared occasionally in the community. The practices and quality of 
doctoral training/societal impact/international and national collaboration/leadership and 
management are documented and operations and practices are to large extent in alignment with the 
documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of good quality. 
Sufficient quality of procedures and results (1) 
Procedures are of sufficient quality, transparent and shared in the community. The practices and 
quality of doctoral training/societal impact/international and national collaboration/leadership and 
management are occasionally documented and operations and practices are to some extent in 
alignment with the documentation. The ambition to develop the community together is of sufficient 
quality. 
 
Question 9 – CATEGORY 
Participation category – fitness for the category chosen 
The choice and justification for the chosen category below should be reflected in the RC’s responses to the 
evaluation questions 1–8. 
1. The research of the participating community represents the international cutting edge in its field. 
2. The research of the participating community is of high quality, but the community in its present 
composition has yet to achieve strong international recognition or a clear break-through. 
3. The research of the participating community is distinct from mainstream research, and the special 
features of the research tradition in the field must be considered in the evaluation. The research is 
of high quality and has great significance and impact in its field. However, the generally used 
research evaluation methods do not necessarily shed sufficient light on the merits of the 
research.  
4. The research of the participating community represents an innovative opening. A new opening can 
be an innovative combination of research fields, or it can be proven to have a special social, 
national or international demand or other significance. Even if the researcher community in its 
present composition has yet to obtain proof of international success, its members can produce 
convincing evidence of the high level of their previous research. 
5. The research of the participating community has a highly significant societal impact. The 
participating researcher community is able to justify the high social significance of its research. 
The research may relate to national legislation, media visibility or participation in social debate, 
or other activities promoting social development and human welfare. In addition to having 
societal impact, the research must be of a high standard. 
 
An example of outstanding fitness for category choice (5) 7 
The RC’s representation and argumentation for the chosen category were convincing. The RC recognized 
its real capacity and apparent outcomes in a wider context to the research communities. The specific 
character of the RC was well-recognized and well stated in the responses. The RC fitted optimally for the 
category. 
 
 Outstanding  (5) 
 Excellent  (4) 
 Very good  (3) 
 Good   (2) 
 Sufficient  (1) 
The above-mentioned definition of outstanding was only an example in order to assist the panellists in 
the positioning of the classification. There was no exact definition for the category fitness. 
                                                                
7 The panels discussed the category fitness and made the final conclusions of the interpretation of it. 
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1.8 Timetable of the evaluation 
The main timetable of the evaluation: 
1. Registration   November 2010 
2. Submission of self-evaluation materials  January–February 2011 
3. External peer review    May–September 2011 
4. Published reports    March–April 2012 
- University level public report 
- RC specific reports 
 
The entire evaluation was implemented during the university’s strategy period 2010–2012. The preliminary 
results were available for the planning of the following strategy period in late autumn 2011. The evaluation 
reports will be published in March/April 2012. More detailed time schedule is published in the University 
report. 
1.9 Evaluation feedback – consensus of the entire panel 
The panellists evaluated all the RC-specific material before the meetings in Helsinki and mailed the 
draft reports to the evaluation office. The latest interim versions were on-line available to all the panellists 
on the Wiki-sites. In September 2011, in Helsinki the panels discussed the material, revised the first draft 
reports and decided the final numeric evaluation. After the meetings in Helsinki, the panels continued 
working and finalised the reports before the end of November 2011. The final RC-specific reports are the 
consensus of the entire panel. 
The evaluation reports were written by the panels independently. During the editing process, the 
evaluation office requested some clarifications from the panels when necessary. The tone and style in the 
reports were not harmonized in the editing process. All the reports follow the original texts written by the 
panels as far as it was possible. 
The original evaluation material of the RCs, provided for the panellists is attached at the end of the 
report. It is essential to notice that the exported lists of publications and other scientific activities depend 
how the data was stored in the TUHAT-RIS by the RCs. 
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2 Evaluation feedback 
2.1 Focus and quality of the RC’s research 
 Description of 
 the RC’s research focus 
 the quality of the RC’s research (incl. key research questions and results) 
 the scientific significance of the RC’s research in the research field(s) 
 Identification of the ways to strengthen the focus and improve the quality of the RC’s research 
ASPECTS: Scientific quality, scientific significance, societal impact, innovativeness 
 
The RC “Contemporary European Church History” (CECH) goes far beyond the realm of church history and 
theology insofar as its key research questions are very closely related to major cultural and social 
problems of contemporary societies and their ongoing religious and secular transformations. The research 
of historical topics such as religions and nationalisms or religions and politics in different European 
contexts of the 20th century is done in a comparative and interdisciplinary perspective.  
The diversity of the research topics is quite impressive. The different projects represented in this RC 
such as religious minorities, oecumenical movements, churches in the cold war and its aftermath, 
international cooperation of churches are analyzed in their long lasting evolution to better understand 
their actual relevance. 
Numeric evaluation: 4 (Excellent) 
2.2 Practises and quality of doctoral training 
 Organising of the doctoral training in the RC. Description of the RC’s principles for: 
 recruitment and selection of doctoral candidates 
 supervision of doctoral candidates 
 collaboration with faculties, departments/institutes, and potential graduate schools/doctoral 
programmes 
 good practises and quality assurance in doctoral training 
 assuring of good career perspectives for the doctoral candidates/fresh doctorates 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to the practises and quality of doctoral 
training, and the actions planned for their development. 
 Additional material: TUHAT compilation of the RC’s other scientific activities/supervision of doctoral 
dissertations 
ASPECTS: Processes and good practices related to leadership and management 
 
The great variety of dissertation topics is impressive. The interdisciplinary and comparative methods and 
approaches which these topics necessitate reflect the large realms of the RC’s scholarly interests and 
activities. All senior researchers are actively involved into the training of PhD students. 
The panel is convinced that the association of the RC’s PhD students with the Finnish Doctoral School 
of History will be of great academic interest and value. 
To judge after the self-evaluation of the doctoral training and the supervision of candidates, the 
selective process of doctoral students is very serious and once admitted, doctoral students are very well 
taken care of by supervisors as well as by postgraduate seminars. 
Numeric evaluation: 5 (Outstanding) 
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2.3 The societal impact of research and doctoral training 
 Description on how the RC interacts with and contributes to the society (collaboration with public, 
private and/or 3rd sector). 
 Identification of the ways to strengthen the societal impact of the RC’s research and doctoral training. 
 Additional material: TUHAT compilation of the RC’s other scientific activities. 
ASPECTS: Societal impact, national and international collaboration, innovativeness 
 
The RC’s national and societal impact is very active, extensive and dynamic in the Finish and also in the 
Scandinavian context. Members of the RC hold important positions in ecumenical and ecclesiastical 
organizations. 
The RC’s doctoral training is focused on an intense interaction between research and societal problems 
which is certainly on the strong-points of this RC and assures good career prospects for the doctoral 
candidates or new doctors both in academic and non-academic fields. 
Numeric evaluation: 4 (Excellent) 
2.4 International and national (incl. intersectoral) research 
collaboration and researcher mobility 
 Description of  
 the RC’s research collaborations and joint doctoral training activities 
 how the RC has promoted researcher mobility 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to research collaboration and researcher 
mobility, and the actions planned for their development. 
ASPECTS: Scientific quality, national and international collaboration 
 
The international cooperation of the RC involves both senior scholars and doctoral students which can be 
considered the strength of its scientific policy. The RC is anchored in quite a few long term international 
collaboration projects with Scandinavian, British, German, Italian, and also US-American academic 
institutions and individual researchers. Since all these countries have very different religious backgrounds 
and traditions, the research contacts and the researchers’ mobilities are broadening the intellectual 
perspectives and are strengthening the comparative approaches of the topics and methods. 
The expertise of the RC of Baltic countries and through them also of Russia is quite unique. 
Senior scholars of the RC are closely connected to international institutions and publications and 
anchor Finnish research to an important degree into the international arena. 
Numeric evaluation: 4 (Excellent) 
2.5 Operational conditions 
 Description of the operational conditions in the RC’s research environment (e.g. research 
infrastructure, balance between research and teaching duties). 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to operational conditions, and the actions 
planned for their development. 
ASPECTS: Processes and good practices related to leadership and management 
 
After the self-evaluation, a satisfactory balance between research and teaching has been achieved. Some 
teaching tasks are also carried out by post-docs and even by doctoral students. 
A problem is the incorporation of administrative duties into research and teaching which is very tim 
consuming. On the other hand the fact that one PI is a Dean of the faculty and a member of the Academy 
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of Finland and all PIs are actively involved in scholarly organisations in Finland and abroad, is also very 
beneficial for the academic and international acknowledgement of the RC. 
The challenge of the RC is now to seek an optimal balance between the administration of research and 
research itself which will certainly take some efforts. 
2.6 Leadership and management in the researcher community 
 Description of  
 the execution and processes of leadership in the RC 
 how the management-related responsibilities and roles are distributed in the RC 
 how the leadership- and management-related processes support 
 high quality research 
 collaboration between principal investigators and other researchers in the RC 
 the RC’s research focus 
 strengthening of the RC’s know-how 
 Identification of the RC’s strengths and challenges related to leadership and management, and the 
actions planned for developing the processes 
ASPECTS: Processes and good practices related to leadership and management 
 
As far as I can judge from the self-evaluation of the RC, the leadership and management of the researcher 
community has profited from the fact that since 2010 the Faculty of Theology is functioning as a single 
financial and administrative unit which enables greater cooperation and joint planning of teaching and 
even in some cases of research. 
The Faculty has a Joint Committee for Teaching, but detailed planning of the teaching takes place 
within the Faculty’s department – which seems to me quite a healthy solution. The Faculty has also a Joint 
Research Committee which coordinates the recruitment and training of doctoral students. 
This looks to me quite satisfactory. 
2.7 External competitive funding of the RC 
• The RCs were asked to provide information of such external competitive funding, where: 
• the funding decisions have been made during 1.1.2005–31.12.2010, and  
• the administrator of the funding is/has been the University of Helsinki 
• On the e-form the RCs were asked to provide: 
1) The relevant funding source(s) from a given list (Academy of Finland/Research Council, 
TEKES/The Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, EU, ERC, foundations, other 
national funding organisations, other international funding organizations), and 
2) The total sum of funding which the organisation in question had decided to allocate to the RCs 
members during 1.1.2005–31.12.2010. 
Competitive funding reported in the text is also to be considered when evaluating this point. 
ASPECTS: Scientific quality, scientific significance, societal impact, innovativeness and future significance 
 
The RC “Contemporary European Church History” has received extensive domestic and also international 
funding coming from the European Union and the European Research Council. 
Seen from the perspective of an outsider it is nearly impossible to evaluate the importance of this funding 
since it should be put into a comparative perspective with other RCs. 
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2.8 The RC’s strategic action plan for 2011–2013 
• RC’s description of their future perspectives in relation to research and doctoral training. 
ASPECTS: Scientific quality, scientific significance, societal Impact, processes and good practices related to 
leadership and management, national and international collaboration, innovativeness, future significance 
 
The objectives of the RC relate to developing already existing research poles and reinforcing its 
international profile while maintaining its strong national profile. 
It is recommended that the scholars of the RC try to publish more in international language in keeping 
of course their Finnish stronghold active. 
The future perspectives of research and doctoral training are promising insofar that the projects take 
the changing European religious landscape into account. Also the Finnish perspective will be modified 
given the transformation of the society and the intensification of international networks and 
collaborations. 
2.9 Evaluation of the category of the RC in the context of entity of 
the evaluation material (1-8) 
The RC’s fitness to the chosen participation category. 
Category 2. The research of the participating community is of high quality, but the community in its present 
composition has yet to achieve strong international recognition or a clear break-through. 
 
The RC is without any doubt capable to produce highly interesting and relevant academic research. 
Therefore it should be intellectually, organizationally, and financially recognized and supported. 
Numeric evaluation: 4 (Excellent) 
2.10 Short description of how the RC members contributed the 
compilation of the stage 2 material 
– 
2.11 How the UH’s focus areas are presented in the RC’s research 
Focus area 8: Language and culture 
 
The University of Helsinki’s priorities such as the relation between culture and society presents a major 
focus in the RC’s research agenda. 
2.12 RC-specific main recommendations 
Concerning the international dimension of the various RC projects and the large international contacts of 
its faculty, we would like to suggest to develop also contacts with a country like France and it’s century 
long tradition of secularism. It could be interesting to compare the experiences of national churches with 
the societal implications of the French model. This perspective would also enlarge the European dimension 
of the RC. 
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2.13 RC-specific conclusions 
The Contemporary European Church History group represents innovative research topics which 
necessitate interdisciplinary and comparative research methods. This broadens its academic and 
international horizon very favourably. Quite a few members of the group are active in editorial boards and 
international associations. Their publication list is mostly in Finnish and it would be recommendable that 
they publish more in other accessible European languages. The fact that the research group is very much 
integrated in international projects might be very helpful for the future careers of the PhD students. 
We regret however, that the presentation of the working materials was rather descriptive than self-
evaluative. A more methodological focused and analytical presentation of the individual research projects, 
their respective approaches and their integration into the general topic of the study group would have 
considerably contributed to the academic value of the presentation. 
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3 Appendices 
A. Original evaluation material 
a. Registration material – Stage 1 
b. Answers to evaluation questions – Stage 2 
c. List of publications 
d. List of other scientific activities 
B. Bibliometric analyses 
a. Analysis provided by CWTS/University of Leiden 
b. Analysis provided by Helsinki University Library (66 RCs) 
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         RC-SPECIFIC MATERIAL FOR THE PEER REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
NAME OF THE RESEARCHER COMMUNITY:  
Contemporary European Church History (CECH) 
 
LEADER OF THE RESEARCHER COMMUNITY:  
Professor Aila Lauha, Faculty of Theology 
 
 
RC-SPECIFIC MATERIAL FOR THE PEER REVIEW: 
 Material submitted by the RC at stages 1 and 2 of the evaluation 
- STAGE 1 material: RC’s registration form (incl. list of RC participants in an excel table) 
- STAGE 2 material: RC’s answers to evaluation questions 
 TUHAT compilations of the RC members’ publications 1.1.2005-31.12.2010 
 TUHAT compilations of the RC members’ other scientific activities 1.1.2005-31.12.2010 
 UH Library analysis of publications data 1.1.2005-31.12.2010 – results of UH Library analysis will 
be available by the end of June 2011 
NB! Since Web of Science(WoS)-based bibliometrics does not provide representative results for most RCs representing 
humanities, social sciences and computer sciences, the publications of these RCs will be analyzed by the UH Library 
(results available by the end of June, 2011) 
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INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION OF RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI  
 
RC-SPECIFIC STAGE 1 MATERIAL (registration form) 
 
 
 
 
Name: Lauha, Aila 
E-mail:  
Phone: +358 9 1912 3037 or +358 50 3310612 
Affiliation: Professor 
Street address: Aleksanterinkatu 7, 5th floor, Helsinki 
 
 
Name of the participating RC (max. 30 characters): Contemporary European Church History 
Acronym for the participating RC (max. 10 characters): CECH 
Description of the operational basis in 2005-2010 (eg. research collaboration, joint doctoral training 
activities) on which the RC was formed (MAX. 2200 characters with spaces): The RC takes part in the 
evaluation as it forms an intrinsic and functional research community. This RC has a common multiform 
research area, ‘Contemporary European Church History’. The members of the RC have already collaborated 
in different projects and line-ups for many years. The research topics have a wide variation and each 
researcher will attain her own special expertise. Regardless of this diversity, the members are interested in 
each other’s topics and work together in a productive manner. Mutual willingness to receive and give 
feedback is a distinctive feature of this RC. Multidisciplinary collaboration of the RC with research units and 
networks both in the UH and other Finnish universities is active. The central attributes of the RC are:  1) 
research projects financed by external funding, 2) an active and productive doctoral training and 3) a lively 
international interaction. The RC has already attained international recognition and is ascending to the 
pinnacle of its field of research on the European level. The RC identifies itself with the category 2. An 
important motivation for taking part in this evaluation is the aspiration for further development. 
Furthermore, the RC is keen to receive competent external feedback. 
 
 
Main scientific field of the RC’s research: humanities 
RC's scientific subfield 1: Theology 
RC's scientific subfield 2: History 
RC's scientific subfield 3: Humanities, Multidisciplinary 
RC's scientific subfield 4: --Select-- 
Other, if not in the list:  
 
 
 
1 RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PARTICIPATING RESEARCHER COMMUNITY (RC) 
3 SCIENTIFIC FIELDS OF THE RC 
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INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION OF RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI  
 
RC-SPECIFIC STAGE 1 MATERIAL (registration form) 
 
 
 
 
Participation category: 2. Research of the participating community is of high quality, but the community in 
its present composition has yet to achieve strong international recognition or a clear break-through 
Justification for the selected participation category (MAX. 2200 characters with spaces):  The research 
work done within the RC is very successful measured by the number of high level dissertations, for 
instance. When compared to the size of the field of research, the amount of external research funding 
based on academic evaluation is considerable. Individual scholars and doctoral students have received 
several grants. In addition, the researchers of the department have been awarded prizes in recognition of 
high quality research. The remarkably active international cooperation of the RC involves both senior 
scholars and doctoral students. The RC aims to reach the international top of its field of research by 
publishing a greater number of studies in international languages. This remains a challenge for the 
community. Another challenge is related to resources. The PIs of the RC have an extensive teaching 
responsibility to bear ranging from basic studies to advanced special studies. Within the research areas of 
the RC, approximately 20–25 Master’s theses are completed every year. Teaching responsibilities take time 
from active research work. In addition, one of the PIs has been the Dean of the Faculty throughout the 
whole period of time under evaluation. From the point of view of this RC, it would be of utmost importance 
that the UH would develop a sabbatical system. For the above mentioned reasons, the RC does not for the 
time being consider it possible to identify itself with the participation category 1. The RC has strong 
motivation to develop and looks forward for feedback from the evaluation process. 
 
 
Public description of the RC's research and doctoral training (MAX. 2200 characters with spaces): The 
research conducted within the RC consists of four categories:  
 
1. Religion, Politics and Nationalism in Europe in the 20th century: 
Research on the religion in the Baltic States and Russia has for a long time been one of the main research 
focus areas of the CECH community. It has been the main actor in creating the International Network of 
Baltic Church Historians, which gathers a wide range of international scholars. Characteristic features of this 
field of research are active publishing by especially the established researchers, workshops, and researcher 
exchange.  A rather new research focus is the Roman Catholic Church. The opening of new collections in the 
Vatican Secret Archives has given the impulse to study the political role of the Catholic Church.  
  
2. Churches and Ecumenical Movement during the Cold War: 
The CECH community is already internationally known as a center of research on Churches and the Cold 
War. Several dissertations and articles have been published on the topic. External funding during the last 
ten years has been significant (including an EU-funded project). In 2010 a new project ‘The Ecumenical 
Movement and the Cold War Politics’, funded by the Academy of Finland was started. 
 
4 RC'S PARTICIPATION CATEGORY 
5 DESCRIPTION OF THE RC'S RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING 
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3. Minorities, Controversies, and Crises in the Context of Religion:  
The third focus area discusses certain critical aspects in the field of religion. This research addresses 
questions concerning religious minorities in Finland, such as anti-Semitism and anti-Catholicism. The legal 
status of different religious communities in Finland is a special point of interest. Encountering other 
religions and cultures as a part of missionary work and in the integration process of Finnish immigrants also 
belongs to this research area.  
 
4. Finnish and Nordic Religious Landscape in Transition: 
Research on the changing Finnish religious landscape is an elementary part of this RC, and the topic is often 
discussed in a wider Nordic context. There are several publications on this field of research with varied 
themes, ranging from women and religion to church and state relations, from religious education to war 
hero burials etc. 
Doctoral training: next box. 
Significance of the RC's research and doctoral training for the University of Helsinki (MAX. 2200 
characters with spaces): The research of the RC corresponds to the research areas of both the UH and the 
Faculty of Theology. The UH has defined ‘Culture and Society’ as one of its focus areas. All the research 
done within this RC is essentially related to this priority. The Faculty of Theology has defined three specialty 
areas and three emerging areas for its research.  The research of this RC is in line particularly with the 
specialty areas ‘The evolution and contents of the Christian history of ideas’ and ‘Religion in Finland and its 
neighbouring areas’.  In addition, the research profile of the RC fits extremely well to the emerging research 
areas ‘Religion in cultural structures’ and ‘Religion in Europe’. In the Faculty of Theology doctoral training 
consists of doctoral seminars in respective subjects, research projects, Centers of Excellence, Faculty 
provided special seminars and the Finnish Graduate School of Theology programme. The Faculty is a 
founding member of the Global Network of Research Centers in Theology. The doctoral training of this RC 
follows the general guidelines of the Faculty of Theology including active participation of the PIs and 
doctoral students within the ‘Global Network’. Two post-graduate seminars lead by professors of this RC 
function actively and meet on a regular basis. All the senior researchers give active input to the doctoral 
training. Representatives from different academic fields (e.g. history, sociology, and literature) – both 
domestic and international – are invited to act as opponents, supervisors, and evaluators. Many 
researchers and doctoral students have been trained in university pedagogy, and new methods of higher 
education are implemented in teaching and supervision. A part of the doctoral training are joint courses for 
post-graduate students of all history departments in the UH.  Integral features of the training are 
international interaction, gaining teaching experience, and transferable skills. Within this RC a pilot project 
has been carried out aiming to support the doctoral students in planning and performing their studies with 
the help of individual study plans. 
Keywords: Religion and politics  
Religion and national identity 
Religion and culture 
Churches and the Cold War 
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Ecumenical movement 
Religious minorities, controversies, and crises 
Religion in Finland and its neighboring areas 
European studies 
 
 
Justified estimate of the quality of the RC's research and doctoral training at national and international 
level during 2005-2010 (MAX. 2200 characters with spaces): Indications of high quality research and 
doctoral training: 
 
1) The RC has received extensive domestic and international funding. 
  
2) The members publish actively and a growing number of the publications are in international languages. 
However, this is not done at the expense of national publications as historical study is closely connected 
also with domestic topics (especially category 4 of the RC). 
  
3) The PIs hold significant positions of trust in various academic institutions and organizations such as the 
Academy of Finland and CIHEC (Commission internationale d’Histoire et d’Etudes du Christianisme). They 
are well represented also in several scholarly societies as well as on editorial boards of academic journals. 
For further information, consult the UH databases. 
 
4)  The Faculty of Theology has paid increasing attention to the doctoral training by means of increased 
supervision and external evaluation. 
 
5) Funding for doctoral training has been extensive, both as a part of research projects and individual 
grants. 
 
6) The doctoral degree and training give valuable qualifications and opportunities for the students. This is 
attested by the successful employment of newly graduated doctors of theology, both in academic and non-
academic fields. 
Comments on how the RC's scientific productivity and doctoral training should be evaluated (MAX. 2200 
characters with spaces): To do justice to the research area of this RC, following aspects need to be taken 
into consideration: 
 
6 QUALITY OF RC'S RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING 
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High level research needs to be published not only in English, but also in Finnish, Swedish, German and 
other languages (e.g. Latvian). Publishing in domestic languages derives from the special responsibility of 
the unit to concentrate on Finnish religious history. This includes the responsibility to maintain and develop 
the academic terminology of the research field as wells as the popularization of the research results. For 
this reason, the evaluation cannot be based only on English-dominated science-based citation indexes, 
which do not reflect the work of the RC adequately.  
 
Historical study favours monographs. Although article publishing has increased to some extent, this 
scientific tradition should be taken positively into consideration. 
 
Concerning doctoral training it is advisable to complement the picture given by the TUHAT database and 
other indicators by becoming acquainted with the procedures in the UH, for instance through interviews 
with supervisors, doctoral students and the external examiners. 
LIST OF RC MEMBERS
NAME OF THE RESEARCHER COMMUNITY: CECH
RC-LEADER A. Lauha
CATEGORY 2
Last name First name
PI-status 
(TUHAT, 
29.11.2010)
Title of research and 
teaching personnel Affiliation 
1 Lauha Aila X Professor Faculty of Theology, Church History
2 Talonen Jouko X Professor Faculty of Theology, Church History
3 Tiensuu Kyllikki X Professor, acting Faculty of Theology, Church History
4 Ketola Mikko University Lecturer Faculty of Theology, Church History
5 Antila Jaakko Doctoral Candidate - Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
6 Antikainen Marjo-Riitta Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
7 Aro-Heinilä Irja Doctoral Candidate, Dissertation in 2005 Faculty of Theology, Church History
8 Jalovaara Ville Doctoral Candidate - Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
9 Krapu Jenni Doctoral Candidate - Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
10 Latvala Piia Doctoral Candidate, Dissertation in 2008 Faculty of Theology, Church History
11 Nokelainen Mika Doctoral Candidate, Disseration in 2010 Faculty of Theology, Church History
12 Lavery Jason Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
13 Lund Pekka Doctoral Candidate - Senior Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
14 Meriläinen Juha
Doctoral Candidate, Senior Researcher - 
University Lecturer
Faculty of Theology, Church History
15 Pajunen Mika Doctoral Candidate, Seniors Researcher Faculty of Theology, Church History
16 Poteri Juha Doctoral Candidate, Dissertation in 2010 Faculty of Theology, Church History
17 Sorsa Leena Doctoral Candidate, Dissertation in 2010 Faculty of Theology, Church History
18 Ahonen Paavo Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
19 Bergström Milla Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
20 Isotalo Eeva-Leena Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
21 Ketola Hanna-Maija Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
22 Koskelainen Laura Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
23 Kyrö Suvi Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
24 Laine Antti Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
25 Laitinen Aappo Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
26 Peiponen Matti Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
27 Törmänen Tuomo Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
28 Vuori Timo Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
29 Kyrönlahti Jarmo Doctoral Candidate Faculty of Theology, Church History
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Name of the RC’s responsible person: Lauha, Aila 
E-mail of the RC’s responsible person:   
Name and acronym of the participating RC: Contemporary European Church History, CECH 
The RC’s research represents the following key focus area of UH: 8. Kieli ja kulttuuri – Language and 
culture 
Comments for selecting/not selecting the key focus area: Key focus area 8 consists of “research on 
identities, cultures, legal cultures and religions as well as research on Finnish culture and the changes taking 
place under the pressure of multiculturalism“. The key objectives (identities, multi-culturalism, and Finnish 
culture) are covered by CECH under the following principal research areas: 
1. Religion, Politics and Nationalism 
2. The Churches and the Ecumenical Movement during the Cold War, 
3.Minorities, Controversies, and Crises in the Context of Religion, and 
4. Finnish and Nordic Religious Landscape in Transition. 
In addition, the research profile of CECH corresponds to key focus area 9, Social Justice, as its key objectives 
'Nordic welfare state and ethnicity' are closely related to research within CECH. 
There is also a clear connection to key focus area 10 'Globalisation and social change', which includes 
European studies; European culture and societies have been shaped by religious beliefs and practices and 
this theme runs through all the research areas of CECH. 
 
 
 Description of the RC’s research focus, the quality of the RC’s research (incl. key research 
questions and results) and the scientific significance of the RC’s research for the research 
field(s).  
CECH consists of church historians and historians undertaking research into 20th Century European 
Church History in the Faculty of Theology. This is a key period because the 20th Century in Europe saw 
great political and social changes which had a fundamental impact on religious life; there were rapid 
developments in ideology, in science and in the study of religion; defining the concept of freedom of 
religion and the increased secularization were some of the leading trends of the period. Thorough study 
into all these changes is important not only to reveal the long-term historical developments, but also to 
provide insights into the more recent past; this is vital for understanding the contemporary ideological 
and religious situation in Europe. 
Contemporary Church History is a broad reseach area. The World Wars, together with the conflicts 
between the churches and totalitarian political ideologies and/or nationalistic ideas frequently emerge 
as central events in the research. The fundamental questions which arise are how the political and 
intellectual tumult affected the churches and religious life, and how the churches influenced political 
opinion. Linked to this is the study of the internal and institutional development of the European 
churches and their increasing international cooperation following the beginning of the Ecumenical 
Movement. Despite extensive international study of these themes, there are still many areas which 
remain unexplored, and which require fresh perspectives alongside new comparative and analytical 
methodologies. CECH has identified the following categories as the principal areas for its research: 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1 FOCUS AND QUALITY OF RC'S RESEARCH (MAX. 8800 CHARACTERS WITH SPACES) 
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1. Religion, Politics and Nationalism 
CECH maintains and enhances the highly renowned work of the Department of Church History in the 
study of Religion, Politics and Nationalism in Finland. Church and politics, particularly Party politics, in 
Finland has been analyzed in the dissertations of Antila (2010) and Vuori (2011); H.-M. Ketola, Kyrönlahti 
and Törmänen will finish their dissertations in near future. 
The Department's research into religion in the Baltic States and Russia has been extremely prominent 
since the 1990s; the opening of archives in Eastern Europe having greatly enhanced research 
opportunities. PIs Talonen and M. Ketola have made significant contributions to the creation of the 
International Network of Baltic Church Historians, which facilitates collaboration between international 
scholars from the Baltic states, Sweden, Finland, and Germany. The Network organizes international 
symposia and is proactive in publishing its work. International collaboration is evidenced by the 
exchange of researchers between faculties – two post-graduate students from Latvia work in close 
cooperation with CECH. Two PIs have contributed to a book (2010) on churches and religion in Eastern 
Europe from World War II up to the present. 
 A new research focus of CECH is the study of the political role of the Roman Catholic Church 
up to the present. The controversial Catholic organisation Opus Dei and its political influence has been 
analyzed by M. Ketola (2006). In the future, Laitinen and Bergström will reflect on the Catholic Church 
during the inter-war years in their theses. 
 
2. The Churches and the Ecumenical Movement during the Cold War 
The CECH community is internationally renowned as a research center into the Churches and the Cold 
War. In 2001–2004 many CECH members were involved in the EU funded project ”Churches and 
European Integration” (CEI), which was led by PI Lauha and brought together researchers from five 
European countries. The book North European Churches From the Cold War to Globalisation (2006) 
presented the results of CEI to a wider audience. As a result of the CEI project, there have been also 
other considerable outcomes in publishing, conferences and international collaboration in the period 
2005 to 2010. Doctoral theses have been completed by Jalovaara (2007), Latvala (2008), Pajunen (2008), 
Krapu (2009), as well that of Meriläinen (2009) which won two awards. Kyrö completed her licentiate 
thesis (2008). It is anticipated that at least 1 or 2 new cold war related dissertations will be produced 
annually (Laine, Peiponen etc). Articles have been published and conference papers given by CECH 
members and they have been particularly successful in gaining external funding. New international 
networks have been fostered, as well as active participation in conferences in Europe and the USA. In 
2010, a new project “The Ecumenical Movement and Cold War Politics” was begun, led by PI Lauha and 
funded by the Academy of Finland. A Hungarian post-doctoral scholar joined the project in 2010 for a 
three-year period. 
 
3. Minorities, Controversies, and Crises in the Context of Religion 
This focus area embraces critical aspects in the field of religion such as the position of religious 
minorities, anti-Semitism and anti-Catholicism. The discussion of anti-Semitism in Finnish academic life 
has only recently received attention and a deeper look at Finnish Christian anti-Semitism has been 
pursued by Ahonen. The study of Finnish anti-Catholicism has been planned within the framework of an 
international network of scholars, started in 2010. The legal status of different religious communities in 
Finland is a special point of interest, see Nokelainen’s dissertation (2010). 
Encountering other religions and cultures as a part of missionary work abroad and in the integration of 
Finnish immigrants also belongs to this research area. P. Lund, for example, who in his award-winning 
dissertation (2006) and other publications has analysed the problematic political and psychological 
situation of Finnish missionaries during the National Revolution in China in the 1920s. 
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4. Finnish and Nordic Religious Landscape in Transition 
Researching the changing religious circumstances in the Nordic countries, and Finland in particular, is 
the express remit of this RC. Publications in this field are wide-ranging: women and religion; church - 
state relations; religious education; war hero burials, etc. The significant research outcomes are shown 
by the dissertations of Aro-Heinilä (2005), Poteri (2009), and Sorsa (2010), by the books and articles of 
Antikainen, Lauha, Lavery and Tiensuu, as well as the forthcoming theses of Isotalo and Koskelainen. All 
members of the CECH contribute actively to this focus area. 
 
The research profile of CECH corresponds with the research agendas of both the UH and the Faculty of 
Theology. In the context of the faculty, the research correlates to our identified specialism - “The 
Evolution and Contents of the Christian History of Ideas” and “Religion in Finland and its Neighboring 
Areas”. It also fits the Faculty's emerging research areas of “Religion in Cultural Structures” and 
“Religion in Europe”. 
 Our strong international profile is one of our strengths with publishing, conference 
participation and collaboration greatly increasing between 2005 and 2010. External recognition is 
demonstrated by the success rate of funding applications for the research work of CECH. 
A particularly important strength is that this active and high level research community enhances the 
teaching of Church History for Master's students and the majority of pro gradu theses (annually 25-35) 
are in contemporary Church History. Currently there are more than 20 doctoral students actively 
engaged in the field. Those who have graduated as doctors from CECH have been highly successful in 
finding employment in a variety of different fields, e.g., in publishing, in the churches, or in teaching and 
teacher education, as well as within universities. 
 Ways to strengthen the focus and improve the quality of the RC’s research. 
Within the context of our focus areas of research, we will extend our expertise in the study of the 1960s 
and provide an authoritative Finnish perspective to the ongoing international discussion of the period. In 
addition, we will give increased attention to the 'transition period', from the end of the Cold War to the 
present. The rapid ongoing changes in European religious landscape, including Finland, naturally 
influence our scientific profile. Therefore, we will develop our expertise in multiculturalism and in the 
history of the different European minorities. 
 The quality of our research is verified by our strong international profile. In order to 
strengthen it even further and, consequently, to improve the quality of our research, we will pay specific 
attention to our publication policy, e.g. by way of publishing in high ranking journals and monograph 
series. Additionally, we aim to develop new research methods and augment interdisciplinary 
collaboration, both in Finland and internationally. 
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  How is doctoral training organised in the RC? Description of the RC’s principles for recruitment and 
selection of doctoral candidates, supervision of doctoral candidates, collaboration with faculties, 
departments/institutes, and potential graduate schools/doctoral programmes, good practises and 
quality assurance in doctoral training, and assuring good career perspectives for the doctoral 
candidates/fresh doctorates.  
The Recruitment and Selection of Doctoral Candidates 
The Faculty of Theology has a rigorous selection process for entrance to doctoral training. Prospective 
students must hold an appropriate Master's level degree, ideally with the the minimum grade 
requirement of magna cum laude approbatur. In addition, the applicants must submit a 15-page 
research proposal and a study plan which are evaluated first by professors in the applicant’s respective 
field, and then by the Faculty's Research Committee. 
 
The Supervision of Doctoral Candidates 
Two supervisors are appointed to each doctoral of CECH student by the faculty. The faculty encourages 
students and supervisors to complete a Supervision Agreement, detailing the rights and responsibilities 
of both parties. 
 Within CECH, two postgraduate seminars lead by professors Lauha and Talonen function 
actively and meet on a regular basis. While professors are responsible for supervision, experienced 
docents (mid-career researchers) also act as supervisors and additionally, all senior researchers provide 
doctoral training. 
In 2007–2009, following a successful pilot project within CECH, aiming to support doctoral students in 
planning and carrying out their studies, individual study plans have been adopted in the field of 
contemporary church history. Students are asked to formulate their plans and discuss them with their 
supervisor during three stages in their studentship. Topics such as study progress, supervision, 
integration to the research community, scientific networking, international contacts, and possible career 
perspectives are covered in the study plans. This system significantly enhances the quality of our 
doctoral training. Given its demonstrable benefits, we hope that the system will be embraced by the 
faculty as a whole. 
Supervision at the individual level takes place between the supervisor and the student during 
appointments available to every doctoral student. This allows the supervisor to take the specific needs 
of each individual student into consideration. In addition, students receive instruction as a group in 
monthly postgraduate seminars, in the meetings of the research projects within CECH, and in various 
training sessions and symposiums arranged by both the faculty and the Finnish Graduate School of 
Theology (FGST). Through international contacts, students have been able to benefit from international 
supervision. Representatives – both domestic and international – from different academic fields such as 
history, sociology, and literature, are invited to act as supervisors, examiners, opponents and evaluators. 
One focal aspect of the regular meetings of the postgraduate seminars is the peer support between the 
students. 
 
 
 
 
2 PRACTISES AND QUALITY OF DOCTORAL TRAINING (MAX. 8800 CHARACTERS WITH SPACES) 
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Collaboration with faculties, departments/institutes, and potential graduate schools/doctoral 
programmes 
An essential part of the doctoral training in Church History are joint courses for post-graduate students 
of all history departments in the University of Helsinki (UH) as well as courses and conferences for 
doctoral students organised by the Finnish Doctoral School of History of which several doctoral students 
of CECH are members. Cooperation between Nordic and Baltic departments of church history (e.g., 
Lund, Uppsala, Aarhus, Oslo and Tartu) is an integral element of our doctoral training. The significance of 
the long-term Nordic liaison was recently underlined by the decision of the University of Lund to grant a 
doctoral degree honoris causa for one of the PI’s of CECH. 
CECH has cooperated very closely with the FGST: one PI is a member of the Board and eight of our 
doctoral students have been members of the FGST. The admission to the FGST rests on the academic 
quality and the progress of doctoral studies. The annual symposiums arranged by the FGST are open to 
all doctoral candidates of theology in the organising university, and a high number of our doctoral 
students have participated in them. In the symposiums, the doctoral students follow lectures by 
international scholars and present their own papers in English in order to acquaint themselves with 
international conference procedures and research environment. The international Advisory Board of the 
FGST acts as an external evaluator of and advisor on the doctoral training given in the FGST. 
Our faculty is a founding member of the Global Network of Research Centers in Theology. CECH is 
represented in the network by one of our PIs. This low-cost international network enables doctoral 
students and post-docs to pursue their research in participating schools for one or two terms without 
heavy bureaucracy and provides international training and supervision. 
Many doctoral students and senior researchers participate in an inter-disciplinary discussion group on 
contemporary ecumenism coordinated by the Department of Systematic Theology. Similar cooperation 
exists also with the Department of Practical Theology. Recognizing the value of networking, doctoral 
students at the faculty have also spontaneously launched an informal monthly gathering for sharing 
hints, concerns and good practices related to doctoral studies. In addition, at the Department of Church 
History the doctoral students have formed a committee to plan future prospects. 
 
Good practise and quality assurance in doctoral training 
The transparency of established practises in our doctoral training is a clear indication of quality. 
 In the faculty, doctoral training consists of postgraduate seminars, research projects, faculty 
provided special seminars and the Finnish Graduate School of Theology programme. Doctoral training 
within CEHC follows the strategic plans of the faculty, the FGST and the UH. 
In order to further develop the quality of our doctoral training, CECH has recently invested in university 
pedagogical training. Several members of CECH from PIs to doctoral students have completed pedagogy 
courses arranged by the UH and new methods of higher education are implemented in teaching and 
supervision. For instance, self and peer assessments are an elementary part of seminar work of CECH. 
 
Assuring good career prospects for the doctoral candidates/fresh doctorates 
A doctoral degree from the faculty gives valuable qualifications and opportunities for the students. This 
is attested by the successful employment of newly graduated doctors of theology, both in academic and 
non-academic fields. Besides scholarly work, doctoral students are qualified for roles in society where 
high-level expertise in theology and religion is needed. 
Apart from research work, the duties of doctoral students employed by the UH include teaching 
assignments and administrative tasks. Their primary responsibility, however, is to complete the doctoral 
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degree; other duties serve to develop their qualifications and thus help ensure good career prospects in 
the future. 
Our doctoral students have gained valuable teaching experience assisting in seminars, tutoring 
undergraduate students, instructing essay groups and methodology exercise groups at the Master’s 
level, and teaching on topics related to their own research. Participation in research projects has 
provided them with first-hand experience of project work as well as international application and 
evaluation practices.  Doctoral students are encouraged to make use of the international networks and 
complete a part of their doctoral studies outside Finland. For many of the students, the most essential 
libraries and archives related to their research are abroad. (See chapter 5.) Students are also 
commended to take courses, like Academic Writing in English, arranged by the UH and geared to 
doctoral students. 
 RC’s strengths and challenges related to the practises and quality of doctoral training, and the actions 
planned for their development. 
A major strength of CECH is the high level of both students and supervision. The faculty attracts a variety 
of young students among whom we can select and train the best. CECH has enhanced its doctoral 
training through increased supervision and external evaluation. 
 CECH is strongly committed to the global research community and international cooperation 
among the leading faculties of theology and religious studies, especially within LERU (League of 
European Research Universities). One example is the collaboration in doctoral training with the 
University of Heidelberg. Many doctoral students and one PI have participated in the international and 
multidisciplinary seminars organized jointly by the UH and the University of Heidelberg. 
 
However, one of our challenges is how to better attract international students. Financial restraints and 
time limited funding pose considerable difficulties for doctoral students. In addition, the low number of 
post-doc positions remains a challenge. (See chapter 5). CEHC aims to improve external funding and 
advance its international appeal. 
 
 
 Description of how the RC interacts with and contributes to the society (collaboration with public, 
private and/or 3rd sector).  
The principal research themes of CECH have received extensive public interest because understanding 
the recent past is considered of great importance, especially by the media; examples of key issues being 
Cold War operations and Finlandizierung. Most doctoral theses, too, pay careful attention to the general 
political context, which extends their relevance to a wider audience beyond church historians, 
consequently these and other scholarly publications of CECH have received favourable coverage in 
newspapers and other media. Cold War topics have been a special object of media interest (e.g. 
Jalovaara 2007, Latvala 2008, and Meriläinen 2009). 
   The PIs of CECH have often been invited to appear in the media to comment on topical 
political and religious issues: PI Lauha has been especially sought out in this regard and has been 
interviewed on the Finns' struggle to come to terms with their war-time past; PI Talonen has often been 
asked to comment on ecclesiastical developments. When Pope John Paul II died in 2005, PI M.Ketola 
gave interviews to several media outlets on the significance of the deceased pontiff and the challenges 
of his successor; his book on Opus Dei has also received considerable media attention. 
3 SOCIETAL IMPACT OF RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING (MAX. 4400 CHARACTERS WITH SPACES) 
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 Two post-doctoral researchers of CECH (Jalovaara, Meriläinen) are web bloggers of Kotimaa, 
the leading ecclesiastical paper in Finland. Meriläinen is a regular guest on a radio discussion program 
that focuses on current religious phenomena.  
 The readiness to appear in the media can partly be seen as a result of the line taken by the 
Finnish Graduate School of Theology which encourages and trains doctoral students to popularize their 
research. The FGST also expects the doctoral students to develop other so called practical and 
transferable skills useful to them in a wide range of tasks in the society. The faculty's annual doctoral 
courses have also provided tools and ideas for making research known to a wider audience. 
 An important forum for disseminating new research results to the general public has been 
the Finnish Society of Church History of which PI Ketola is the present chairman and PI Tiensuu was the 
former; Meriläinen is the secretary. During the academic year, the Society holds monthly lecture events 
open to the public at which many of the doctoral students have presented their research. Occasionally 
the Society arranges larger seminars and symposia; in 2008, for instance, the Society arranged a very 
popular seminar on the Finnish Civil War of 1918 at which members of CECH gave keynote lectures. 
Also, since 1990's, Lavery has held a popular annual summer university lecture course on Finnish history 
and published a general history of Finland in English (2006). 
 The members of CECH hold positions in important ecumenical and ecclesiastical 
organisations. PI Lauha is a member of the Church and Society Commission of the Conference of the 
European Churches, and is a member of the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Church's EU Advisory Board 
which also includes many leading Finnish politicians. PI Ketola was a member of the Finnish Evangelical 
Lutheran Church's Commission on the Church and the Jews in 2005–2010. Some members of CECH are 
also active in politics. 
 Ways to strengthen the societal impact of the RC’s research and doctoral training. 
The societal impact of CECH is already extensive and versatile. The members of CECH will be even more 
effective in presenting scholarly viewpoints on different aspects of religion to wider society through a 
variety of other forums. They will write Op-Eds and other expert opinion articles for newspapers and 
magazines, and give interviews. 
 The societal impact of CECH could be strengthened by a more pro-active policy of 
contributing to topical discussions and participation in the work of organizations and societies of wider 
scientific, political and ecumenical significance. 
 CECH will in the future also make even better use of the teologia.fi website maintained by 
three Finnish universities (the University of Helsinki, Åbo Akademi University and the University of 
Eastern Finland) with the aim of disseminating Finnish theological research to a popular audience. A 
series of articles on a wide range of theological topics is published three times per year. PI Lauha is its 
chief editor. 
 
 
 
 Description of the RC’s research collaborations and joint doctoral training activities and how the RC 
has promoted researcher mobility.  
The international networks of CECH are numerous. The PIs hold significant positions of trust in various 
academic institutions and organizations, home and abroad, such as the Academy of Finland and CIHEC 
(Commission Internationale d’Histoire Ecclésiastique Comparée), where one PI is the official Finnish 
representative and another PI the secretary. PIs have evaluated research and teaching in countries like 
4 INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL (INCL. INTERSECTORAL) RESEARCH COLLABORATION AND RESEARCHER 
MOBILITY (MAX. 4400 CHARACTERS WITH SPACES) 
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Finland, Sweden, Norway, Estonia, Lithuania, and Ireland, and are well represented in several scholarly 
societies and on editorial boards of academic journals, including Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte and Studia 
Theologica. Researchers and doctoral students have participated international conferences and done 
archive research both in Europe and North America. 
 The strongest geographic areas of expertise and the most important directions of 
collaboration of CECH are Nordic and Baltic countries, Central Europe, Italy, and United States. The 
members of the League of European Research Universities (LERU), such as the universities of Heidelberg 
and Lund, have been important partners of research and doctoral training (see chapter 2). The same can 
be said about the universities of Aarhus, Uppsala, Oslo and Münster. Among American universities the 
Finlandia University, and the universities of Oklahoma, Chicago, and Minnesota have been the most 
important partners. 
 One PI is a member of one of the Steering Committees of the American Academy of Religion, 
and one researcher received an award from the Immigration History Research Center (University of 
Minnesota). Two PIs have been among the forming members of the International Network of Baltic 
Church Historians. The opening of the archives of Pope Pius XI in the Vatican Secret Archives in 2006 led 
to the formation of an international network of Pius XI scholars. This has involved one of the PIs and two 
doctoral students. CECH has also been represented in the international research network Anti-
Catholicism in Comparative and Transnational Perspective. A traditional American organization, the 
Society for the Advancement of the Scandinavian Study, chose a researcher from the RC as its President 
in 2009. Other international committees and networks with the RC members include for example the 
Society of Historians of Scandinavia, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the Joint Committee 
of the Nordic Research Councils for the Humanities. Also the cooperation, which started before this 
evaluation period through the EU project on Churches and European Integration, has continued during 
this period in different forms. 
 Several members of CECH have had important positions in different national institutions, 
such as the Finnish Historical Society, the Luther-Agricola Society, and the Finnish Literature Society. The 
most important forum for collaboration is the Finnish Society of Church History (FSCH), whose main 
officers have long come from CECH. The majority of publications in the field of church history are 
published by the FSCH, who also arranges public lectures and seminaries, and is active in international 
cooperation with societies like CIHEC and journals such as Revue d’histoire ecclésiastique. About the 
national networking concerning doctoral training, see chapter 2 
 RC’s strengths and challenges related to research collaboration and researcher mobility, and the 
actions planned for their development. 
International collaboration has long been one of the strengths of CECH. A major challenge lies in 
tempting more international scholars to visit and work in Finland. Some improvement has already been 
achieved, when an American professor and a Hungarian researcher joined CECH recently. Despite of 
that, ongoing projects and active networks can and will be used more effectively for recruiting 
international scholars. The great diversity of language skills (Swedish, English, German, Italian, Spanish, 
French, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, and Latin) among the group has been of use in the 
international research and networking. The same skills enable CECH to publish more in international 
periodicals and journals. So far the majority of publications have been published in Finnish, even though 
the proportion of English has increased significantly during the last years. The fact, that the majority of 
sources are located in foreign archives, is another challenge. Work arrangements as well as financial 
solutions are needed to enable researchers to spend lengthy periods of research abroad. 
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 Description of the operational conditions in the RC’s research environment (e.g. research 
infrastructure, balance between research and teaching duties).  
The core infrastructure for research in the University of Helsinki and the facilities of the Faculty of 
Theology provide a solid foundation for research and teaching. After dismantling its departments at the 
beginning of 2010, the faculty now functions as a coherent unit, and this has helped implement 
transparency into the process of resource allocation to all researchers and lecturers irrespective of their 
research specialisms, to the benefit of the faculty as a whole as well as CECH specifically. This 
administrative re-organisation has facilitated a harmonisation of the rights and responsibilities 
applicable to each individual scholar and teacher, and the more equitable allocation of travel and 
conference expenses, for instance. The faculty and CECH have also worked actively to promote equality 
in the work community.  
 Despite the fact that travel and related research expenses are now distributed more evenly, 
this does pose particular problems for CECH given that the nature of historical research requires work 
has to be carried out both in Finnish and foreign archives. Lengthy periods abroad are often required, 
which obviously increases the costs of the research. We expect that the increased accessibility of 20th 
century historical sources (e.g. the opening of archives in Eastern Europe, the ongoing digitization of 
source material in various archives around the world etc.) will facilitate our work to some extent in the 
future; the National Digital Library project, aiming to improve the accessibility and long-term 
preservation of electronic materials, is a good example of progress being made. Another positive 
development is the building of a new university library in Helsinki, due to be completed in 2012. By 
assembling the collections of various small faculty libraries into a single unit, the university library will 
undoubtedly provide a boost for historical research, among others. The improved operational 
infrastructure will also enhance the expansion of digital collections and online databases accessible 
through the NELLI portal. 
 A satisfactory balance between research and teaching has been achieved. In addition to the 
tenured staff, some teaching tasks are carried by post-docs and doctoral students. In church history, 
doctoral students have been successfully introduced to academic teaching and they are frequently 
provided with more teaching opportunities than the minimum expected by the faculty. A greater 
challenge is the incorporation of administrative duties into research and teaching; this is especially 
demanding for the PIs. One PI is Dean of the faculty and a member of the Board of the Academy of 
Finland, and other PIs occupy a range of positions in the university. All the PIs are actively involved in 
scholarly organizations at home and abroad (see chapter 4). These extensive administrative duties 
inevitably mean less time for research and teaching. One specific and positive response to this challenge 
has been the incorporation of young scholars and doctoral students into all three aspects of academic 
work which has enabled some lightening of the work load for tenured staff. Naturally, this has been 
beneficial in supporting the training of doctoral students for an academic career. 
 RC’s strengths and challenges related to operational conditions, and the actions planned for their 
development. 
One of our most important operational strenghts is the open and positive atmosphere in the work 
community. The ratio of men to women in CECH is close to optimal, and the PIs have emphatically 
supported and encouraged women to develop their academic careers. On the whole, the high level of 
both academic and administative expertise is a major asset for CECH. Operational conditions can be 
enhanced through external funding and a major strength of CECH is experience in coordinating large 
scale research projects (e.g. funded by the EU).  
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 The challenge now is to seek an optimal balance between the administration of research and 
the research itself. The development of a sabbatical system would provide a welcome opportunity for 
tenured staff to focus solely on research work at regular intervals. We will also continue to incorporate 
the younger members of our community into teaching and administrative duties. CECH contributes to 
the development of the research environment and works towards a more functional distribution of 
research, teaching, and administrative tasks. 
 
 
 
 Description of the execution and processes of leadership in the RC, how the management-related 
responsibilities and roles are distributed in the RC and how the leadership- and management-related 
processes support high quality research, collaboration between principal investigators and other 
researchers in the RC, the RC’s research focus and strengthening of the RC’s know-how.  
Since 2010, the Faculty of Theology has functioned as a single financial and administrative unit which 
has enabled greater cooperation and joint planning of teaching and, to some extent, research. The 
general structure of the degrees and the guidelines for organizing teaching are planned by the Faculty’s 
Joint Committee for Teaching, but detailed planning and the actual teaching takes place within the 
Faculty's  departments and is led by a senior academic (currently, Prof. K. Arffman has this role for 
Church History). All academics within the Faculty's eleven specialist subjects contribute to Master's 
teaching. The Faculty also has a Joint Research Committee whose remit includes coordinating the 
recruitment of doctoral students and planning the general framework for doctoral training (see chapter 
2).  
 Research is planned and carried out by specialist units based on the principal theological 
disciplines; thus CECH is situated within the Department of Church History. The Department's tenured 
staff is composed of three professors and four university lecturers; of these two professors and three 
lecturers belong to CECH. Every professor is responsible for high level academic research work and its 
supervision and there are between 10–15 researchers and doctoral students at work in the department 
annually. PIs Lauha and Talonen both supervise their own postgraduate seminars, and arrange 
combined sessions of both seminars. 
 The role of the Departmental Amanuensis is crucial in coordinating the activity of the 
department. His duties include arranging meetings, advising students, updating the web pages and 
intranet, and ensuring the flow of information within the academic community. He also initiated in 2007 
an innovative future-oriented committee of young researchers in the department which envisions the 
shape of future of church historical research and teaching in the faculty.  
 Researchers and teachers meet regularly in different forums to discuss topical issues; these 
might be related to the organization of Master’s level education, or to research and doctoral training. 
For example, the professors meet twice a year to discuss applications from prospective doctoral 
students of Church History with formal decisions being made by the Faculty’s Research Committee, 
where CECH is represented by Meriläinen. The frequent informal discussions about research in church 
history are very important and productive: an afternoon coffee session is organized monthly, and it has 
proved useful for sharing information about new or planned projects, publications etc. Additionally, 
docents not currently employed by the university are invited to docent meetings once a year. 
  As the Dean, PI Lauha has attended an extensive leadership training programme in 2009–
2010. As a result new ideas on academic leadership have been reflected within CECH.  
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 Project management is the responsibility of the respective PIs who are supported by the 
Faculty which arranges the re-allocations of teaching and other responsibilities of researchers working 
on externally funded projects. In applying for project funding, members of the CECH work together and 
even many of the younger scholars have contributed to funding applications, e.g. by compiling and 
writing the necessary documentation. 
 RC’s strengths and challenges related to leadership and management, and the actions planned for 
developing the processes. 
A major strength is the supportive and sociable atmosphere of CECH, which contributes to positive 
feedback and a desire to co-operate. This is an important factor in providing an environment where 
innovative and exciting projects and ideas can be cultivated. 
 All the PIs have demonstrable success in applying for funding and leading research projects, 
some of which have been very extensive large scale projects. Many members of CECH also have 
experience of participating in multidisciplinary projects, which is an obvious asset for us. 
 To ensure that we have talented researchers in the future, we are constantly looking for 
promising young students with an interest in contemporary church history. They are encouraged to 
apply for doctoral training and advised on how to apply for researchers grants etc. Many of these 
students are recruited to the research projects of CECH. 
 
 
 
 Listing of the RCs external competitive funding, where: 
- the funding decisions have been made during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010, and 
- the administrator of the funding is/has been the University of Helsinki 
 
 Academy of Finland (AF) - total amount of funding (in euros) AF has decided to allocate to the RC 
members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010: 1040000 
 
 Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation (TEKES) - total amount of funding (in euros) 
TEKES has decided to allocate to the RC members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010: - 
 
 European Union (EU) - total amount of funding (in euros) EU has decided to allocate to the RC members 
during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010: - 
 
 European Research Council (ERC) - total amount of funding (in euros) ERC has decided to allocate to the 
RC members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010: - 
 
 International and national foundations – names of international and national foundations which have 
decided to allocate funding to the RC members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010, and the amount of their 
funding (in euros).  
- names of the foundations: Aino ja Kaarlo Tiisalan rahasto 
- Alkoholitutkimussäätiö 
- Alfred Kordelinin säätiö 
- Eila ja Georg Ehrnroothin säätiö 
- Emil Aaltosen säätiö  
- Helsingin yliopiston rahastot 
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- Jenny ja antti Wihurin säätiö 
- Kirkon tutkimuskeskus ja Kirkkohallitus 
- Koneen Säätiö 
- Suomen kulttuurirahasto 
- total amount of funding (in euros) from the above-mentioned foundations: 840000 
 
 Other international funding - names of other international funding organizations which have decided to 
allocate funding to the RC members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010, and the amount of their funding (in 
euros). 
- names of the funding organizations:  
- total amount of funding (in euros) from the above-mentioned funding organizations: - 
 
 Other national funding (incl. EVO funding and Ministry of Education and Culture funded doctoral 
programme positions) - names of other national funding organizations which have decided to allocate 
funding to the RC members during 1.1.2005-31.12.2010, and the amount of their funding (in euros). 
- names of the funding organizations: Doctoral programme positions financed by Ministry of 
Education and Culture, and University of Helsinki, total 182 months 
- total amount of funding (in euros) from the above-mentioned funding organizations: 500000 
 
 
 
 Description of the RC’s future perspectives in respect to research and doctoral training. 
The strategic objectives of CECH relate to developing existing research strengths in the focus areas, 
increasing the international profile of our work while maintaining our strong national profile through the 
dissemination of research outcomes, and progressive improvements in the development of new 
researchers (doctoral and post-doc). 
 Specific developments within the focus areas. In area 2, we will extend our expertise in the 
study of the 1960s and provide an authoritative Finnish perspective to the ongoing international 
discussion of the period, collaborating with renowned scholars such as Hugh McLeod (Birmingham) and 
with research institutes, e.g. the University of Lund. Additionally, the 'transition period', from the end of 
the Cold War to the present, will receive increased attention. Within area 4, we aim to develop new 
research methods and interdisciplinary collaboration (e.g. with scholars in literature and art history), 
while maintaining the lively cooperation between Finnish and Nordic historians. The European religious 
landscape, including that of Finland, is rapidly changing and, naturally, this influences our scientific 
profile; consequently we will develop our expertise in multiculturalism and the different European 
minorities. 
 The scientific quality of CECH relies on our strong international profile in publishing, 
conference participation, and collaboration. We will pay specific attention to publishing in high ranking 
journals and monograph series and to encouraging scholars at all levels to participate in international 
academic discussion. Conferences like the AAR Annual Meetings are valuable for establishing contacts 
with publishers. 
 Our scientific quality is also measured by high level doctoral theses and the constant 
development of doctoral education and supervision is of utmost importance. New pedagogical methods, 
such as self and peer assessments, are promoted while an encouraging atmosphere for research is 
constantly nurtured. Furthermore, ongoing co-operation with other universities and institutions will be 
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augmented, both nationally and internationally, e.g., the faculty recently reached an agreement for 
closer co-operation with Emory University in Atlanta. 
 A major challenge lies in tempting more international scholars to visit and work in Finland. 
We participate in exchange programs such as Erasmus and DAAD, as well as small-scale visiting 
programs (e.g. with Erlangen, Mainz). We aim to provide more teaching in English, while encouraging 
students to constantly improve their language skills. In 2011–2013, we will host international 
workshops, for instance on the Ecumenical Movement and the Cold War. 
 The societal impact of CECH will be strengthened by an even more active contribution to the 
work of organizations of wider scientific, political and ecumenical significance. The teologia.fi service will 
be used to popularize our research, and we strongly support the endeavours to start an English version 
of this service. Under the auspices of the Finnish Society of Church History, public events and seminars 
on topical themes will continue to be organized. 
 External funding will be sought in cooperation with other disciplines of the faculty, as well as 
with researchers of neighboring disciplines from other faculties and universities, and the opportunities 
for large scale international research projects (EU, ESF) will be explored. To improve the quality of our 
leadership and management, we will focus on leadership training, including encouraging young scholars 
to develop these skills in the early stages of their academic careers. There will be a concentration on 
pedagogical training for both tenured staff and doctoral students. In accordance with the principle of 
“research based teaching”, all researchers of CECH contribute to Master's education in the faculty. 
 Concerning the future significance of CECH, it is clear that high level research in 
contemporary church history is urgently needed. During the previous decades, religion and religious 
themes have become extremely topical, creating an acute demand for well-researched, academic 
studies of religion. We confidently expect that the significance of our work will only increase in the 
coming years. 
 
 
 
The stage 2 materials of CECH have been compiled by the PIs Lauha, Talonen, Ketola, and Tiensuu; post-
doctoral researcher Meriläinen and doctoral students Laine and Laitinen. The amanuensis of the 
Department of Church History collected the information concerning external funding in section 7. This 
working group was formed initially in November 2010 to prepare the stage 1 materials and it met twice 
before the turn of the year and three times in 2011. Between the meetings, each member of the group 
gathered information and drafted the section of the report assigned to her/him, and finally, the whole 
group revised the texts. Before including CECH's doctoral students in the evaluation process, their 
permission was obtained and they were additionally asked to supply information concerning the funding 
of their doctoral studies 
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1 Analysis of publications 
 
- Associated person is one of Aila Lauha ,  Jouko Talonen ,  Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  Mikko 
Ketola ,  Jaakko Antila ,  Marjo-Riitta Antikainen ,  Ville Jalovaara , 
 Jenni Krapu ,  Mika Nokelainen, Jason Lavery, Juha Meriläinen , Mika Pajunen, Juha 
Poteri, Leena Sorsa, Paavo Ahonen, Milla Bergström , Hanna-Maija Ketola ,  Suvi Kyrö, Antti Laine , 
 Aappo Laitinen ,  Matti Peiponen ,  Tuomo Törmänen, Jarmo Kyrönlahti 
 
                     Publication Year 
Publication type 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Total Count 2005 - 
2010 
A1 Refereed journal article 3 3 3 1 2 2 14 
A3 Contribution to book/other compilations (refereed) 19 16 7 7 9 5 63 
A4 Article in conference publication (refereed)      1 1 
B1 Unrefereed journal article 2 7 3 1 6 1 20 
B2 Contribution to book/other compilations (non-refereed) 2 7 5 8 7 11 40 
C1 Published scientific monograph 3 2 1 1   7 
C2 Edited book, compilation, conference proceeding or special issue of 
journal 
1 4 1 1 1 2 10 
D1 Article in professional journal   1   2 3 
D2 Article in professional hand or guide book or in a professional data 
system, or text book material 
  1   2 3 
D5 Text book or professional handbook or guidebook or dictionary 1  1   1 3 
E1 Popular article, newspaper article 10 14 32 9 19 14 98 
E1 Popular contribution to book/other compilations 5 4    1 10 
E2 Popular monograph 2    1  3 
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2 Listing of publications 
A1 Refereed journal article 
2005 
Jalovaara, V 2005, 'Kylmä sota -konferenssi Santa Barbarassa', Historiallinen Aikakauskirja, vol 103, no. 2, pp. 248-249. 
Krapu, J 2005, 'Talonpojista pappeja - Teologian ylioppilaiden sosiaalisten taustojen muutoksen vuodet 1853-1879',  Teologinen 
Aikakauskirja. 
Lauha, A 2005, 'Orthodoxie in Finnland', Glaube in der 2. Welt, vol 33, no. 11, pp. 12-13. 
2006 
Jalovaara, V 2006, '“Do you bring peace?” - Relations of the Archbishop Ilmari Salomies and President of the Republic Urho Kekkonen 
during the period of crisis in Finnish foreign policy from 1958 to 1962', Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte, vol 19, no. 1, pp. 19-32. 
Jalovaara, V 2006, 'Do you bring peace?: relations of archibishop Ilmari Salomies and president of republic Urho Kekkonen during the 
period of crisis in Finnish foreign policy from 1958 to 1962', Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte, vol 19, no. 1, pp. 19-32. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Onko kirkkohistoria teologinen tiede?', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 111, no. 2, pp. 188-195. 
2007 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Cold war church history research at the University of Helsinki', Communio viatorum, vol 49, no. 3, pp. 294-303. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'The Baltic churches in the process of transformation and consolidation of democracy since 1985',  Kirchliche 
Zeitgeschichte, vol 20, no. 1, pp. 66-80. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Evankelis-luterilainen teologikoulutus Latviassa', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 3, pp. 256-271. 
2008 
Saarinen, R, Lavery, J 2008, 'Introduction: the future of Luther studies', Dialog, vol 47, no. 2, pp. 91-92. 
2009 
Ketola, M 2009, 'The Baltic Churches and the Challenges of the Post-Communist World', International Journal for the Study of the 
Christian Church, vol 2009, no. 3, pp. 225–239. 
Laine, A 2009, 'Vuosien 1959-1960 salainen tutkimus roomalaiskatolisen kirkon lähetystyöstä Suomessa', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, 
vol 114, no. 2, pp. 98-111. 
2010 
Meriläinen, J 2010, 'Die finnischen Orthodoxen "zu Diensten der Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten": Patriarch Athenagoras als 
Botschafter des Westens 1949', Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte, vol 23, no. 1, pp. 290-303. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Liisa Eerontytär vai Juho Uusikartano? : Kiista rukoilevaisuuden synnystä 1976-1978',  Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 
2010, no. 4, pp. 345-355. 
A3 Contribution to book/other compilations (refereed) 
2005 
Antila, JO 2005, 'Köyliönjärveltä kulttuurikristillisyyteen: kirkon juhlavuoden symposium', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 171-176. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Onko antisemitismi vain katsojan silmässä?: The Passion of the Christ -elokuvan vastaanotto Yhdysvalloissa',  Kirkko, 
taide, viestintä, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran toimituksia, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura Tiedekirja [jakaja], Helsinki, 
pp. 288-305. 
Lauha, A 2005, 'Urho Kekkonen: the grand man of Finland's politics during the cold war', Nordic folk churches, Eerdmans, Grand 
Rapids, MI, pp. 155-158. 
Lauha, A 2005, 'Martti Simojoki', Nordic folk churches, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, MI, pp. 153-155. 
Lauha, A 2005, 'Finnish Christianity since 1940', Nordic folk churches, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, MI, pp. 27-40. 
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Pajunen, M 2005, 'The Onset of the Cold War and the Churches’ response', in J Aunesluoma (ed.), From War to Cold War. Anglo-
Finnish Relations in the 20th Century., Studia historica, no. 72, SKS Finnish Literature Society, Helsinki. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Carl Fr. Wisløff (1908-2004), norjalainen kirkkohistorian professori', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 200-201. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Leinonen, Hannes (1916-1986): Oulun piispa, lestadiolaisvaikuttaja', Suomen kansallisbiografia, Studia 
biographica, vol. 3:6, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 46-49. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Latvian kirkkohistorian "voiton päivä" toukokuussa 2005', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 198-199. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Laestadius, Lars Levi (100-1861): herätysliikkeen perustaja, Pajalan kirkkoherra',  Suomen kansallisbiografia, 
Studia biographica, vol. 3:5, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 654-660. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Lohi, Kalle Aukusti (1972-1948): ministeri, kansanedustaja, lestadiolainen maallikkosaarnaaja', Suomen 
kansallisbiografia, Studia biographica, vol. 3:6, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 278-280. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Herrnhutilaisuuden juhlavuosi Latviassa', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 195-197. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Laitinen, Aatu (1853-1923): Rovaniemen kirkkoherra, lestadiolaisjohtaja', Suomen kansallisbiografia, Studia 
biographica, vol. 3:5, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 703-704. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Kristinuskon Suomeen tulon juhlia vuodesta 1857: esimiehen avauspuhe seuran vuosikokouksessa 19.1.2005',  
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki , pp. 15-20. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Viipurin vanhinta seurakuntaelämää', Viipurin suomalaisen kirjallisuusseuran toimitteita, Viipurin suomalainen 
kirjallisuusseura, Helsinki, pp. 106-117. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Alexander Wilhelm Lyra - puhelahjainen pappi ja melkein piispa Porvoon hiippakunnasta', Kirkko, taide, viestintä, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran toimituksia, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura ; Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 329-341. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Porvoon hiippakunta 1870-1923: itärajalta Hämeen ja Uudenmaan hiippakunnaksi', Viipurin, Porvoon, Tampereen 
hiippakunnan historia 1554-2004, Edita, Helsinki, pp. 217-355. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Melartin, Erik Gabriel (1780-1847): arkkipiispa, teologian professori, koulunuudistaja', Suomen kansallisbiografia. 6. 
[Lehtonen-Mörne], Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 633-634. 
Tiensuu, K 2005, 'Bysanttia Nurmeksen Kohtavaarassa: kolmekymmentä kesää karjalaisen kulttuurin kursseja', Minun Bysanttini, 
Suomen Bysanttikomitea ry, [Helsinki] , pp. 141-147. 
2006 
Ahokas, M, Kyrö, S 2006, 'Itämeren alueen kirjahistoriaa', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 200-203. 
Ahola, M, Antikainen, M, Salmesvuori, P 2006, 'Seksuaalisuus kristinuskon historiassa', Taivaallista seksiä, Tammi, Helsinki, pp. 7-
11. 
Antila, JO 2006, 'Puolueen vai herätysliikkeiden kirkkopolitiikkaa?: Keskustapuolueen kirkkopolitiikan kehitys vuosina 1973 ja 1974', 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki , pp. 133-169. 
Antila, JO 2006, 'Itsenäisen intialaisen kirkon puolustus', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 313-314. 
Antila, JO 2006, 'Sukupuoli ja uskonto 1800-1900-luvuilla: Kirkkohistorian päivä 2006', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 234-237. 
Jalovaara, V 2006, 'Formation / Transformation: McGill-Queen's Graduate Student Conference in history Montrealissa 16.-18.3.2006',  
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki , pp. 232-233. 
Lauha, A 2006, 'Foreword', North European churches from the Cold War to Globalisation, Publications of the Church Research 
Insitute, vol. 56, Church Research Institute, [Tampere], pp. 5-7. 
Lauha, A, Saarinen, R 2006, 'Churches and European integration: a brief documentation of the project', North European churches 
from the Cold War to Globalisation, Publications of the Church Research Institute, vol. 56, Church Research Institute, 
[Tampere], pp. 109-135. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Baltian kirkot 1945', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, 
Helsinki, pp. 224-225. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Saarnivaara, Uuras (1908-1998): lestadiolais-uuspietistinen teologi', Suomen kansallisbiografia, Studia 
biographica, vol. 3:8, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 528-529. 
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Talonen, J 2006, 'Raattamaa, Juhani (1811-1899): lestadiolainen maallikkosaarnaaja, opettaja', Suomen kansallisbiografia, Studia 
biographica, vol. 3:8, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 25-26. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Keskustelu naisteologien asemasta Latvian evankelis-luterilaisessa kirkossa 1920-1932',  Mielikuvien maanosat, 
Redactores, Oulu, pp. 131-140. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, '"Monstrumiseurakunnan" viimeinen kirkkoherra A. W. Lyra', Kaupunkilaisten kirkko, Otava, Helsingissä, pp. 70. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Esimiehen avauspuhe seuran vuosikokouksessa 19.1.2006', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 13-16. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Rapeli, Toivo (1903-19959: Evankeliumiyhdistyksen johtaja, rovasti, kanslianeuvos',  Suomen kansallisbiografia, 
Studia biographica, vol. 3:8, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 124-125. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Renvall, Torsten Thure (1817-1898): arkkipiispa, historian lehtori', Suomen kansallisbiografia, Studia biographica, 
vol. 3:8, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 241-242. 
2007 
Ketola, M 2007, 'The establishment of Opus Dei in Finland', Glaube, Freiheit, Diktatur in Europa und den USA, Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, Göttingen, pp. 491-500. 
Lauha, A 2007, 'Uskonto ja politiikka Suomessa 1900-luvulla - teesejä uusimman kirkkohistorian tutkimukseen', Kirkko ja usko tämän 
päivän Suomessa, Suomalaisen teologisen kirjallisuusseuran julkaisuja, vol. 253, Suomalainen teologinen kirjallisuusseura, 
Helsinki, pp. 171-192. 
Lauha, A 2007, 'EU-hankkeen tuloksena toimiva yhteistyöverkosto', Suomen Akatemian historia, Suomalaisen kirjallisuuden 
seuran toimituksia, vol. 981:3, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 458-459. 
Meriläinen, J 2007, 'Amerikan luterilaisten kansainvälisen kiinnostuksen herääminen maailmansotien välisenä aikana', Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , vol. 97, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen 
seura, Helsinki, pp. 128-155. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'The Evangelical-Lutheran church in the Latvian SSR in 1945', Berlin - Riga - Vilnius - Breslau, Beiträge zur 
ostdeutschen Kirchengeschichte, vol. 8, Verein fur Ostdeutsche Kirchengeschichte, Munster , pp. 140-160. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Karismaattiset ilmiöt Suomen 1800-luvun herätysliikkeissä', Karismaattisuuden haaste kirkolle, Studier i exegetik 
och judaistik utgivna av Teologiska fakulteten vid Åbo Akademi, vol. 4, Åbo Akademi, Åbo, pp. 101-131. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Wiklund, Nils (1732-1785): Alatornion kappalainen, herätyssaarnaaja',  Suomen kansallisbiografia, Suomalaisen 
Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki, pp. 516-518. 
2008 
Antila, JO 2008, 'En nödvändig undersökning av biskopsmötets uppkomst i svenska kyrkan',  Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki. 
Antila, JO 2008, 'Kahden maakunnan erilaiset lehdet', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen 
seura, Helsinki. 
Antila, JO 2008, 'Arkipyhät: osoitus kirkolliskokouksen asemasta ja toiminnasta Suomen poliittisessa järjestelmässä 1971-1982?',  
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki . 
Krapu, J, Kyrö, S 2008, 'Käsitehistoria kirkkohistorian apuneuvona?', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2007, pp. 221-
227. 
Meriläinen, J 2008, 'Suomen ortodoksit "Yhdysvaltain hallituksen käytettävissä": Patriarkka Athenagoras lännen lähettiläänä vuonna 
1949', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , vol. 2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 138-149. 
Talonen, J 2008, 'Uuras Saarnivaara ja lestadiolaisuus', Uuras Saarnivaara. herätysteologi., Iustitia, vol. 24, Suomen teologinen 
instituutti, Helsinki, pp. 107-179. 
Tiensuu, K 2008, 'Melartin, Erik Gabriel (1780-1847): ärkebiskop, professor, skolreformator', in H Knif (ed.), Biografiskt lexikon för 
Finland. Svenska tiden., Skrifter utgivna av Svenska Litteratursällskapet i Finland, no. 710:1, Svenska litteratursällskapet i 
Finland, Helsingfors, pp. 603-604. 
2009 
Bergström, M 2009, 'Paavi Pius XII historiankirjoituksessa', in K Mikko, L Tuija (eds) , Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, 
vol. 99, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 161-175. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Sisällissodan vaikutus kirkkohistoriankirjoitukseen', in I Huhta (ed.), Sisällissota 1918 ja kirkko, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallisen seuran toimituksia, no. 212, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, pp. 189-203. 
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Lauha, A 2009, 'Research on the cold war - experiences and challenges',  Kyrkohistoria - perspektiv på ett forskningsämne / 
redaktör. Anders Jarlert., Konferenser / Kungl. Vitterhets historie och antikvitets akademien, Kungl. Vitterhets historie och 
antikvitets akademien,, Stockholm, pp. 45-56. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Ole Hallesby Virossa 1930-luvulla', in THM (ed.), Terve sielu terveessä ruumiissa. juhlakirja professori Paavo 
Kettusen täyttäessä 60 vuotta 27.11.2009., Karjalan teologisen seuran julkaisuja, Karjalan teologinen seura,, Joensuu, pp. 341-
349. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Hanhivaara, Pietari (1833-1926): lekmannapredikant, jordbrukare', in H Knif (ed.) , Biografiskt lexikon för Finland 2. 
Ryska tiden., Svenska litteratursällskapet i Finland, Helsingfors, pp. 344-345. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Krummacher in Scandinavia: the influence of Friedrich wilheelm Krummacher's (1796-1868) literary works in 
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden', Kyrkohistorisk årsskrift, Svenska kyrkohistoriska föreningen, Stockholm, pp. 69-78. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Laestadius, Lars Levi (1800-1861): väckelseledare, kyrkoherde, botaniker',  Biografiskt lexikon för Finland 2. Ryska 
tiden., Svenska litteratursällskapet i Finland, Helsingfors, pp. 491-494. 
Tiensuu, K 2009, 'Immanuel - jouludraama: kaksikymmentä vuotta talviteatteria Nurmeksessa', in THM (ed.) , Terve sielu terveessä 
ruumiissa. juhlakirja professori Paavo Kettusen täyttäessä 60 vuotta 27.11.2009., Karjalan teologisen seuran julkaisuja, 
Karjalan teologinen seura,, Joensuu, pp. 317-337. 
Tiensuu, K 2009, 'Bergenheim, Edvard (1798-1884): ärkebiskop, pedagog', in H Knif, F Hertzberg, J Forsén, J Dahlberg (eds), 
Biografiskt lexikon för Finland. Ryska tiden., Skrifter utgivna av Svenska Litteratursällskapet i Finland, no. 710:2, Svenska 
litteratursällskapet i Finland, Helsingfors, pp. 89-91. 
2010 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Laukama, Pentti (1945-2001)', Kansallisbiografia II, Kansallisbiografia, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, 
www.kansallisbiografia.fi. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Mömmö, Viljo (1888-1918)', Kansallisbiografia II, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Wrobel, Jozef (1952-)', Kansallisbiografia II . verkkojulkaisu., Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Kristianson, Sven Elof (S 1880)', Kansallisbiografia II, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Aarts, Jan (1937-)', Kansallisbiografia II. verkkojulkaisu., Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki . 
A4 Article in conference publication (refereed) 
2010 
Laine, A 2010, 'Ekumenia evankelisluterilaisen, ortodoksisen ja katolisen uskonnon perusopetuksen oppikirjoissa', in  Toisensa 
kohtaavat ainedidaktiikat: ainedidaktinen symposiumi 13.2.2009 Tampereella, pp. 191-202 Tampereen yliopiston 
opettajankoulutuslaitoksen julkaisuja, no. A31. 
B1 Unrefereed journal article 
2005 
Jalovaara, V 2005, 'Kokemuksia arkistokurssilta Washington DC:stä kesäkuulta 2005',  Lähde : historiatieteellinen aikakauskirja, vol 
2, no. 2, pp. 149-153. 
Jalovaara, V 2005, 'Kylmä sisällissota: Suomalaisen Yhteiskunnan Tuki -säätiön historia', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran 
Vuosikirja , vol 95, pp. 262-263. 
2006 
Antikainen, M 2006, 'Naiset historiaa kirjoittamassa ja metodologiaa pohtimassa', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , 
vol 96, pp. 321-323. 
Bergström, M 2006, 'Suomalainen juutalaisvastainen kirjoittelu pienen piirin puuhastelua', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran 
Vuosikirja , vol 96, pp. 303-304. 
Bergström, M 2006, 'Akateemisen naisen pyhimyselämäkerta', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 96, pp. 297-299. 
Jalovaara, V 2006, 'Kokoomuksen harmaan eminenssin poliittinen elämäkerta', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 
96, pp. 308-310. 
Ketola, M 2006, 'Viron ortodoksit Stalinin mankelissa', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 96, pp. 304-306. 
Ketola, M 2006, 'Amerikkalaiset lähetystyöntekijät armenialaisten kansanmurhan todistajina', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran 
Vuosikirja , vol 96, pp. 285-287. 
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Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 111, no. 5, pp. 499-500. 
2007 
Antila, JO 2007, 'Puolueen pitkä matka etelän kaupunkeihin: pohjoisen kristillisyyttä unohtamatta', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen 
Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 318-319. 
Antila, JO 2007, 'Haasteellisen hiippakunnan historia', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 317-318. 
Antila, JO 2007, 'Riisuttu luterilaisuus ja demokratian voitto', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 312-313. 
2008 
Jalovaara, V 2008, 'Martti Simojoki – Primus inter pares: [kirja-arvostelu]', Historiallinen Aikakauskirja, vol 2008, no. 106, pp. 443-444. 
2009 
Bergström, M 2009, 'Suppea historiikki katolisen kirkon puolustajasta: Giuseppe De Rosa La Civiltà Cattolica. 150 anni al servizio della 
Chiesa 1850–1999. Roma: La Civiltà Cattolica, 1999. 207 s.', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 98, pp. 267-268. 
Jalovaara, V 2009, 'Kylmän sodan kriisit -seminaari Helsingissä tammikuussa 2008', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja 
, vol 98, pp. 213-214. 
Jalovaara, V 2009, 'Kekkosen tutkijan poliittinen pamfletti', Historiallinen Aikakauskirja, vol 2009, no. 107 , pp. 368-369. 
Jalovaara, V 2009, 'Eero Lehtinen – asevelipiispa', Historiallinen Aikakauskirja, vol 107, no. 2, pp. 258-259. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Vatikaanin II konsiili sanoin ja kuvin (elokuva-arvostelu): The II Vatican Council (Concilium Vaticanum II). Ohjaus Luca 
Rolandi. Vatican Television Center', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 2009, pp. 303-304. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Pius XII:n pyhimystietä tasoittamassa (elokuva-arvostelu)',  Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 99, 
pp. 302-303. 
2010 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Katoliset piispat itsenäisessä Suomessa', Teologia.fi. 
B2 Contribution to book/other compilations (non-refereed) 
2005 
Meriläinen, J 2005, 'Luterilaisuuden haasteita ja uusia virtauksia (kirja-arvostelu)', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 
2005, vol. 2005, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 273-276. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Latvian kirkolliset vaiheet', Latvian historiaa ja kulttuuria, Rozentals-seura, Helsinki, pp. 134-173. 
2006 
Antikainen, M 2006, 'Mathilda Wrede', Frauen gestalten Diakonie. Band 2: Vom 18. bis zum 20. Jahrhundert. , Kohlhammer. 
Bergström, M 2006, 'Johannes Paavali II:n ristiriitainen paaviuskausi suurennuslasin alla', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2005, vol. 2005, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 270-
272. 
Jalovaara, V 2006, 'Suomi kolmannen valtakunnan silmin', Agricola. Suomen historiaverkko.. 
Nina Aremo, Katja Kanerva, Hanna-Maija Ketola, Sanna Kotajärvi-Söderholm, Janne Ruohisto, Sanni Siitari, Leena Suominen  2006, 
'Hops-ohjausjärjestelmän laadun etsintää Helsingin yliopistossa', Laatunäkökulmia yliopisto-opiskelijan hopsiin, Kuopion yliopisto, 
Kuopio, pp. 79-95. 
Meriläinen, J 2006, 'Kristilliset kirkot yksissä kansissa (kirja-arvostelu)', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2006, vol. 
2006, Helsinki, pp. 315-317. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Ludvigs Adamovics as Latvian historian', Itämeren itälaidalla. näkökulmia identiteetin ja yhteistyön historiaan., 
Studia historica septentrionalia, vol. 48, Pohjois-Suomen Historiallinen Yhdistys, Rovaniemi, pp. 185-191. 
Yeung, AB, Antikainen, M 2006, 'Ääntä ja luottamusta: onko sitä?: Luottamushenkilöt Helsingin seurakuntayhtymässä kolmannella 
vuosituhannella.', Kaupunkilaisten kirkko. Helsinkiläisten ja seurakunnan kohtaamisia kuudella vuosisadalla.., 
Kustannusosakeyhtiö Otava, pp. 181. 
2007 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Esimerkillistä kylmän sodan kirkkohistoriaa', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja 2007, vol. 2007, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 297-298. 
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Ketola, M 2007, 'CIHEC – Kirkkohistoriaa kansainvälisesti vertaillen', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol. 2007, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , pp. 240-242. 
Meriläinen, J 2007, 'Avain amerikkalaiseen uskonnollisuuteen (kirja-arvostelu)',  Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2007, 
vol. 2007, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 331-332. 
Meriläinen, J 2007, 'Nokian tunnustuksen puolustus (kirja-arvostelu)', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2007, vol. 2007, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 319-321. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Risti sirpin ja vasaran puristuksessa - Neuvosto-Latvian evankelis-luterilainen kirkko kommunismin vuosina',  
Miehitetty Latvia, Rozentals-seura, [Helsinki], pp. 254-282. 
2008 
Bergström, M 2008, 'Tuoreita näkökulmia antisemitismin historiaan Puolassa', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen 
seuran vuosikirja 2008, vol. 98 , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki. 
Jalovaara, V 2008, 'Urho Kekkosen museo 20 vuotta', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, vol. 2007, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki. 
Jalovaara, V 2008, 'KATSE 2006 – Kansainvälisten suhteiden tutkimusta suomalaisesta näkökulmasta', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen 
seuran vuosikirja , vol. 2007, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Harras katolilainen huippuvakoojana (elokuva-arvostelu)', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds) , Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen 
seuran vuosikirja , vol. 2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 
328-330. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Natsit kansainvälisen juutalaisuuden uhreina (kirja-arvostelu)', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2008, vol. 2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 262-
263. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Opus Dein perustajan elämä sarjakuvana', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , vol. 2008, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, pp. 331-332. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Sarjakuvalla antisemitististä väärennöstä vastaan (arvostelu)',  Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , vol. 
2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki, pp. 330-331. 
Meriläinen, J 2008, 'Piispan "testamentti"', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2008, vol. 98, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki , pp. 306-307. 
2009 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Hyväksikäyttöä Irlannin katolisuudessa (elokuva-arvostelu)', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen 
seuran vuosikirja, vol. 99, Helsinki, pp. 304-305. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Toinen maailmansota ja holokausti sarjakuvina', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja, vol. 2009, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki , pp. 301-302. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Vatikaanin vangit (kirja-arvostelu)',  Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, vol. 2009, Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki , pp. 237-238. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Amerikan katolisuuden pedofiliaskandaali (elokuva-arvostelu)', in K Mikko, L Tuija (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen 
seuran vuosikirja 2009, vol. 99, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 305-306. 
Meriläinen, J 2009, 'Luvatun maan puolustajat', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2009, vol. 
99, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki , pp. 268-269. 
Meriläinen, J 2009, 'Ortodoksien "vaaran vuodet"', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2009, 
vol. 99, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 271-272. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Ludviga Adamovic a diserta cija ,,Vidzemes bazni ca un latvies u zemnieks 1710-1740"', Vidzeme, bazni ca, 
sabiedri ba laikmetu main a , Vidzemes Augstskola,, Valmiera, pp. 27-36. 
2010 
Antikainen, M 2010, 'Lennokkaasti lottien uskonnollisuudesta', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja 2009, vol. 99, Helsinki, pp. 250-252. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Henkilökultin nousu ja tuho', in K Mikko, L Tuija (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2010, vol. 100, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki , pp. 322-323. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Evankelikaaleilla kylässä', Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , vol. 100, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen 
seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 326-327. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Katolinen kirkko', in M Turunen (ed.), Kirkot ja uskonnot itäisessä Euroopassa, Edita, Helsinki. 
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Ketola, M 2010, 'Kun epäilys valtaa mielen', in M Ketola, L Tuija (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2010. Suomen 
kirkkohistoriallinen seura., vol. 100, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 324. 
Meriläinen, J 2010, 'Esipuhe', Martin E. Marty: Kristitty maailma. Kristinuskon globaali historia., Kirjapaja, pp. 7-9. 
Peiponen, M 2010, 'Miten ekumeeninen kasvatus vaikuttaa ja mitä se saa aikaan?', in A Laine, M Torppa (eds), Ekumeeninen 
kasvatus. Mitä opimme toisiltamme?., Suomen Ekumeenisen Neuvoston julkaisuja, vol. XC, Suomen lähetysseura, Helsinki , 
pp. 218-231. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Luterilainen kirkko', in M Turunen (ed.), Kirkot ja uskonnot itäisessä Euroopassa, Edita, Helsinki. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Mitä kommunismi opetti kirkoille? Kansainvälinen symposium Armeniassa 13.-16.4.2010.', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds) , 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2010, vol. 100 , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, 
pp. 202-204. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Iss ievards Latviajs baznicas vestures petijuma vesture', Roberts Feldmanis, Latvijas baznicas vesture, vol. 2010, 
Luterisma mantojuma fonds. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Kaivattu Latvian kirkkohistorian yleisesitys valmis', in M Ketola, T Laine (eds), Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran 
vuosikirja 2010, vol. 100 , Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki, pp. 205-206. 
C1 Published scientific monograph 
2005 
Freimane, A, Talonen, J 2005, Bibliography of Ludvigs Adamovics, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran toimituksia, no. 196, The 
Finnish Society of Church History, Helsinki. 
Heininen, S, Tiensuu, K 2005, Viipurin, Porvoon, Tampereen hiippakunnan historia 1554-2004,  Edita, Helsinki. 
Ryman, B, Lauha, A, Heiene, G, Lodberg, P 2005, Nordic folk churches: a contemporary church history, Forskning för kyrkan, no. 2, 
Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, MI. 
2006 
Antikainen, M, Laine, EM, Stenberg, S, Yeung, AB 2006, Kaupunkilaisten kirkko: helsinkiläisten ja seurakunnan kohtaamisia kuudella 
vuosisadalla, Otava, Helsingissä. 
Antikainen, M 2006, Suuri sisarpiiri: NNKY-liike Suomessa 1890-luvulta 1990-luvulle, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seuran 
toimituksia, no. 1075, Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, Helsinki. 
2007 
Antila, J 2007, Syriac Orthodox self-understanding and the protestant challenge: a study on the internet material of the Malankara 
Jacobite archdiocese in North America, Aleksanteri papers, no. 2007/1, Aleksanteri institute, Helsinki. 
2008 
Talonen, J 2008, Latvian kansallisen teologian synty: kiista teologian suunnasta ja taistelu pappiskoulutuksesta Latvian evankelis-
luterilaisessa kirkossa 1918-1934, Studia historica septentrionalia, no. 55, Pohjois-Suomen Historiallinen Yhdistys, Rovaniemi. 
C2 Edited book, compilation, conference proceeding or special issue of journal 
2005 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2005, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2005, vol. 2005, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : 
Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki. 
2006 
Ahola, M, Antikainen, M, Salmesvuori, P (eds) 2006, Taivaallista seksiä: kristinusko ja seksuaalisuus, Tammi, Helsinki. 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2006, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2006, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja , 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki. 
Laitinen, A (ed.) 2006, Kristinusko Suomessa: Karjalan teologisen seuran, Suomalaisen Teologisen Kirjallisuusseuran ja Joensuun 
yliopiston symposiumissa marraskuussa 2005 pidetyt esitelmät, Suomalaisen teologisen kirjallisuusseuran vuosikirja, no. 2006, 
Suomalainen teologinen kirjallisuusseura, Helsinki. 
McLeod, H, Saarinen, R, Lauha, A 2006, North European churches from the Cold War to Globalisation, Publication / Church 
Research Institute, no. 56, Church Research Institute, [Tampere]. 
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2007 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2007, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2007, vol. 97, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : 
Tiedekirja [jakaja],. 
2008 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2008, vol. 2008, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, 
Helsinki. 
2009 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2009, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2009, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja, 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura, Helsinki. 
2010 
Laine, T, Ketola, M (eds) 2010, Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran vuosikirja 2010, vol. 100, Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura : 
Tiedekirja [jakaja],, Helsinki. 
Martikainen, T, Jalovaara, V 2010, Religionens återkomst: brytningspunkter i kyrkan, religionen och kulturen = Uskonnon ylösnousemus 
: kirkon, uskonnon ja kulttuurin murros, Magma-studie, Finlands svenska tankesmedja Magma, [Helsingfors]. 
D1 Article in professional journal 
2007 
Pajunen, M 2007, 'Käännytystä, synkretismiä ja maailmanparannusta: Uskontodialogikurssi osallistujan perspektiivistä',  Kytkin: Kirkon 
diakonia ja yhteiskuntatyön tiedotuslehti, vol 2007, no. 2. 
2010 
Pajunen, M 2010, 'Pietism and the beauty of holiness: A case study from the Anglican-Lutheran encounter in Finland, 1940s', Reseptio 
: Kirkon ulkomaanasiain keskuksen teologisten asiain jaoston tiedotuslehti., vol 2010, no. 1, pp. 50-65. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Sola Scriptura: Raamatun asema Suomen evankelis-luterilaisessa kirkossa',  Perusta, vol 37, no. 5, pp. 244-253. 
D2 Article in professional hand or guide book or in a professional data system, or text book 
material 
2007 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Mikä Opus Deissä oikein kiinnostaa?', Teologia.fi. 
2010 
Laine, A, Torppa, M 2010, 'Ekumeeninen kasvatus', Ekumeeninen kasvatus: Mitä opimme toisiltamme?, Suomen Ekumeenisen 
Neuvoston julkaisuja, no. XC, Suomen lähetysseura, Helsinki. 
Pajunen, M 2010, 'Ekumenia Suomessa', in A Laine, M Torppa (eds), Ekumeenisen kasvatuksen kirja , Suomen lähetysseura, 
Helsinki. 
D5 Text book or professional handbook or guidebook or dictionary 
2005 
Nissinen, M, Jämsä, J, Nokelainen, M, Vappula, K, Vuorio-Hellman, I 2005, Kirkkohistorian ja kirkkotiedon arkki, Edita, Helsinki. 
2007 
Nissinen, M, Jämsä, J, Nokelainen, M, Nuorteva, J, Vappula, K, Vuorio-Hellman, I 2007, Kirkkohistorian ja kirkkotiedon Arkki, 8.-10. 
edn, Edita. 
2010 
Laine, A, Torppa, M (eds) 2010, Ekumeeninen kasvatus: Mitä opimme toisiltamme?, Suomen Ekumeenisen Neuvoston julkaisuja, 
no. XC, Suomen lähetysseura, Helsinki. 
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E1 Popular article, newspaper article 
2005 
Jalovaara, V 2005, 'Kylmän sodan tutkimuksen arkistokurssi Washington DC:ssä kesäkuussa 2005', Arkistoviesti, vol 2005, no. 3, pp. 
38-40. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Uusi paavi ei ole edeltäjänsä klooni', Kaleva. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Uudella paavilla rittää haasteita', Kotimaa. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Suhde uskontoihin herättää ristiriitoja katolisen kirkon sisällä', Kotimaa. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Saksan kirkot eivät puuttuneet juutalaisvainoihin',  Kotimaa. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Eurooppa katolisen kirkon ongelmana',  Kaleva. 
Ketola, M 2005, 'Periaatteen miehiäkö?', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Herätysliikkeet ovat uudistaneet kirkkoa: mutta onko pietismi muuttumassa humanismiksi?',  Elämään, vol 2005, no. 
10, pp. 22-25. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 110, no. 4, pp. 379-380. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Evange liski luteriska  bazni ca Latvijas PSR 1945. gada ', Latvijas Lutera nis, vol 2005, no. 11, pp. 19-21. 
2006 
Ketola, M 2006, 'Vatikaanin asenne islamia kohtaan on koventunut.', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Itsekasvatus korostui Alkion ihmiskäsityksessä', Suomenmaa : Keskustapuolueen pää-äänenkannattaja., vol 2006, 
no. 108. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Juhani Raattamaa - pedagogi Jumalan armosta', Pohjolan joulu. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Latvies u teologijas saknes: Tartu teologijas fakulta te ka  luteriska s ortodoksijas bastions 19. gadsimta ', 
Latvijas Lutera nis. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 111, no. 3, pp. 317-318. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Baltian ja Inkerin luterilaiset kirkot uudessa Euroopassa', Inkerin kirkko, vol 2006, no. 3, pp. 18-20. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 111, no. 2, pp. 222. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Piispa vai Raamattu?', Perusta, vol 2006, no. 4, pp. 245-247. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Kirja-arvostelu: Piispan tutkimus piispasta', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 96, pp. 291-294. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Ludvigs Adamovic s - Latvijas bazni cas ve sturnieks', Latvijas Lutera nis, vol 2006, no. 4, pp. 8-9. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Virolaisen teologian liekin vaalija', Kotimaa, vol 2006, no. 14. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Latvijas evange liski luteriska s teologijas dzims ana un atti sti ba 1918-1934', Latvijas Lutera nis, vol 2006, 
no. 5, pp. 10-11, 17. 
Talonen, J 2006, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 111, no. 5, pp. 498-499. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Kirkkouskovainen Nurmes', Sana.. 
2007 
Jalovaara, V 2007, 'Kotimaa poliittisina kriisivuosina 1958–1962', Kotimaa. 
Jalovaara, V 2007, 'Eero Lehtinen – piispa jota pyydettiin presidenttiehdokkaaksi', Sanansaattaja. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Villit ekumeenikot', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Paavin ilot ja murheet', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Nörtit ja körtit', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Paavi, islam ja Turkki – Regensburgin riidasta Istanbulin rauhaan', Kanava, vol 2007, no. 1. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Ei ensimmäinen patsaansiirto', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Holokaustin kiistäjät', Vantaan Lauri, vol 2007. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Menneisyydestä ei voi vapautua muistomerkkejä poistamalla', Helsingin Sanomat. 
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Ketola, M 2007, 'Senkin natsi! ', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Jotain mätää Turkinmaassa', Vantaan Lauri, vol 2007. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Islamistit vauhdissa', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Ameriikan meininkiä', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Kirkkojen tulevaisuus', Vantaan Lauri. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Mitä erityistä Opus Dei on tuonut katoliseen kirkkoon?', Synsygus, vol 2007, no. 2. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Katolisen kirkon historian opetus', Synsygus, vol 2007, no. 2. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Armenialaisten joukkotuho 1915–1917 – kenen syy?', Kanava, vol 2007, no. 9. 
Ketola, M 2007, 'Suomalainen katolisuus', Vantaan Lauri. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 5, pp. 463-464. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Lestadiolaispappi ja kokoomuslainen poliitikko', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 286-
287. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 5, pp. 465-466. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kristinuskon tulevaisuus Euroopassa 1', Rauhan sana, vol 2007, no. 7-8, pp. 8-11. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Toronton latvialaiskeskuksen kirkko', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 230-231. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 1, pp. 83-84. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Lähetysyhdistys Rauhan Sanan arkisto', Rauhan sana, vol 2007, no. 1, pp. 13. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 5, pp. 461. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu: Koululaitos sekularisaation puristuksessa',  Historiallinen Aikakauskirja, vol 105, no. 2, pp. 246-249. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kristinuskon tulevaisuus Euroopassa 2', Rauhan sana, vol 2007, no. 9, pp. 6-11. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Karismatiska företeelser i 1800-talets väckelserörelser i Finland',  Kristet perspektiv, vol 27, no. 2, pp. 16-23. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 5, pp. 461-463. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Pohjoismaiset herätysliiketutkijat koolla Skellefteåssa', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , vol 97, pp. 
228229. 
Talonen, J 2007, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 112, no. 5, pp. 464-465. 
2008 
Bergström, M 2008, 'Vaiennut pyhimyskandidaatti ja Vatikaanin salaiset arkistot',  Kanava, vol 36, no. 3, pp. 315-319. 
Jalovaara, V 2008, 'Kristillisdemokraattien sisäänlämpiävä historia', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Evankelikaalien ryhmä on laaja ja entistä moniarvoisempi', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Nimettömät kriitikot - EVVK', A propos [Elektroninen aineisto] : Suomen Akatemian lehti. 
Ketola, M 2008, 'Nixonin jälkeen Amerikkoja on ollut kaksi', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Talonen, J 2008, 'Kirja-arvostelu: Kokonaisesitys lestadiolaisuuden hajaannuksista', Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja , 
vol 98, pp. 292-294. 
Talonen, J 2008, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 113, no. 4, pp. 362-364. 
Talonen, J 2008, '"100-vuotias" Uuras Saarnivaara tutkimuksen valossa', Perusta, vol 2008, no. 5, pp. 250-254. 
Talonen, J 2008, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 113, no. 4, pp. 364-366. 
2009 
Jalovaara, V 2009, 'Hong Kongin tarina – kiinalainen versio', Museo : Suomen museoliiton julkaisu, vol 2009, no. 3. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Vieraileeko paavi vihdoin Venäjällä?', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Puoluepolitiikka hajottaa Yhdysvaltain katolilaisia',  Turun Sanomat. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Working towards the pope', Teologia.fi. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Juutalaiset ongelma katoliselle kirkolle', Kaleva. 
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Ketola, M 2009, 'Paavi ja menneisyyden painolasti', Kaleva. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Suomen uusimman kirkkohistorian taitekohtia', Vartija : ihminen, uskonto, yhteiskunta., vol 122, no. 5-6, pp. 163-
172. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Paavia ei enää oteta Tsekissä hurraten vastaan', Teologia.fi. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Tshekin katolinen kirkko jäi henkiin', Kaleva. 
Ketola, M 2009, 'Aidosti outoa', A propos [Elektroninen aineisto] : Suomen Akatemian lehti. 
Krapu, J 2009, 'Sopimaton mies Oulun hiippakuntaan', Kaleva. 
Krapu, J 2009, 'Papitko pois politiikasta?', Aamulehti. 
Meriläinen, J 2009, 'Ei apua ilman taka-ajatusta', Sana., vol 2009. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Olaus Brännström (1919-2008): ruotsalainen piispa ja kirkkohistorian tutkija',  Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran 
Vuosikirja , vol 99, pp. 159-160. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Liettuan kristillisyys säilyi vanottunakin', Sanansaattaja. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 114, no. 1, pp. 87. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 114, no. 3, pp. 273-274. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Arkkipiispa Eriks Mesters', Helsingin Sanomat, pp. 329. 
Talonen, J 2009, 'Kirja-arvostelu', Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 114, no. 3, pp. 272-273. 
2010 
Grönlund, H, Jalovaara, V 2010, 'Kielteinen julkisuus ravisteli kirkkoa myös 1960-luvulla', Turun Sanomat. 
Jalovaara, V 2010, 'Kristillisen puolueen ja kirkon suhde on aina ollut ongelmallinen', Helsingin Sanomat. 
Jalovaara, V, Martikainen, T 2010, 'Kirkkoa on haastettu Suomessa ennenkin', Kotimaa. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Paavi muutti käsitystään Britanniasta', Kaleva, vol 2010, no. 26.9.. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Paavin matka Moskovaan on mutkainen', Aamulehti, vol 2010. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Irlannin pedofiliapaljastukset: Piispat joutuivat paavin puheille', Suomen Kuvalehti, vol 2010. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Pedofiliakriisi raastaa kirkkoja eri puolilla maailmaa', Kaleva, vol 2010. 
Ketola, M 2010, 'Luottamus horjuu', Kirkko ja kaupunki, vol 2010. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Mika Waltari, Totuus Virosta, Latviasta ja Liettuasta. Kirja-arvostelu.',  Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 2010, no. 2, pp. 
178-179. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Uskonto on palannut Albaniaan', Perusta, no. 4, pp. 218-220. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Ilkka Huhta (toim), Sisällissota ja kirkko. Kirja-arvostelu',  Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 2010, no. 4, pp. 379-382. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Tapani Vähäkangas, Elämänkirja. Kirja-arvostelu', Uusi tie., no. 38-39, pp. 7. 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Kirja-arvostelu: Johan Raattamaa, Brev och skrivelser (2000) & Erkki Antti Juhonpieti, Brev och skrivelser (2002)', 
Teologinen Aikakauskirja, vol 2010, no. 5, pp. 514. 
Tiensuu, K 2010, 'Auktoriteettijohtaja haki asiantuntemusta alaisiltaan – Edvard Bergenheim arkkipiispana 1850-1884', Teologia.fi. 
E1 Popular contribution to book/other compilations 
2005 
Laestadius, LL, Talonen, J 2005, 'The main features of the proclamation of Lars Levi Laestadius', in A Foltz, M Yliniemi (eds) , A godly 
heritage. historical view of the Laestadian revival and development of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America ., [Editors], 
Frazee, MN, pp. 67-72. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Apostolic Lutheranism (Laestadianism) from an international perspective', in A Foltz, M Yliniemi (eds), A godly 
heritage. historical view of the Laestadian revival and development of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America ., [Editors], 
Frazee, MN, pp. 211-216. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Lestadianism/Apostolic Lutheranism in North America today', in A Foltz, M Yliniemi (eds) , A godly heritage. 
historical view of the Laestadian revival and development of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America ., [Editors], Frazee, MN, 
pp. 195-210. 
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Talonen, J 2005, 'Lars Levi Laestadius as scientist', in A Foltz, M (eds), A godly heritage. historical view of the Laestadian revival 
and development of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America ., [Editors], Frazee, MN, pp. 37-41. 
Talonen, J 2005, 'Lars Levi Laestadius as revival preacher', in A Foltz, M Yliniemi (eds), A godly heritage. historical view of the 
Laestadian revival and development of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America ., [Editors], Frazee, MN, pp. 59-66. 
2006 
Ketola, M 2006, 'Opus Dei – Myytit ja todellisuus', Roma. Villa Lanten ystävien vuosikirja V., vol. 5, Villa Lanten ystävät, Helsinki. 
Meriläinen, J 2006, 'Halsuan seurakunta ja kutsumus: Mihin kutsumukseni on minut johdattanut?',  Kutsu hiljaisuuteen. Halsuan 
kirkko 180 vuotta ja kirkkoherrakunta 100 vuotta., Halsuan seurakunta, pp. 99-110. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, 'Why do we need Paul Nicolay today?', Paul Nicolay of Monrepos and his relevance today. a seminar at 
Monrepos, Vyborg, June 17.-19.2005 : seminar report., Näkymä, Helsinki, pp. 25-26. 
Tiensuu, K 2006, '"The meaning of life" - an addition to her presentation', Paul Nicolay of Monrepos and his relevance today. a 
seminar at Monrepos, Vyborg, June 17.-19.2005 : seminar report., Näkymä, Helsinki, pp. 98-99. 
2010 
Talonen, J 2010, 'Edgars Kiploks - latviesu macitajs un ietekmigs baznicas vestures petnieks', Baznicas gadagramata 2011, Latvijas 
evangeliski luteriska baznica, Riga, pp. 221-228. 
E2 Popular monograph 
2005 
Foltz, A, Foltz, R, Talonen, J, Yliniemi, E, Yliniemi, M 2005, A godly heritage: historical view of the Laestadian revival and development 
of the Apostolic Lutheran Church in America, [Editors], Frazee, MN. 
Komulainen, T, Tiensuu, K 2005, Seurakuntalaisen käsikirja, Logos, 4. uud. p edn, Edita, Helsinki. 
2009 
Talonen, J 2009, Bazni ca stalinisma z naugos: Latvijas Evang e liski luteriska  bazni ca padomju okupa cijas laika  no 1944. 
li dz 1950. gadam, Luterisma mantojuma fonds, Riga. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Analysis of activities 2005-2010 
Associated person is one of Aila Lauha ,  Jouko Talonen , Kyllikki Tiensuu , Mikko Ketola , 
 Jaakko Antila ,  Marjo-Riitta Antikainen , Ville Jalovaara , 
 Jenni Krapu ,  Mika Nokelainen, Jason Lavery, Juha Meriläinen ,  Mika Pajunen, Juha 
Poteri, Leena Sorsa, Paavo Ahonen, Milla Bergström , Hanna-Maija Ketola ,  Suvi Kyrö, Antti Laine , 
 Aappo Laitinen ,  Matti Peiponen ,  Tuomo Törmänen, Jarmo Kyrönlahti 
 
Activity type Count 
Supervisor or co-supervisor of doctoral thesis 56 
Prizes and awards 3 
Editor of research journal 18 
Peer review of manuscripts 1 
Editor of communication journal 1 
Assessment of candidates for academic posts 1 
Membership or other role in review committee 4 
Membership or other role in research network 2 
Membership or other role in national/international committee, council, board 103 
Membership or other role in public Finnish or international organization 31 
Membership or other role of body in private company/organisation 40 
Participation in interview for written media 95 
Participation in radio programme 10 
Participation in TV programme 10 
2 Listing of activities 2005-2010 
Supervisor or co-supervisor of doctoral thesis 
Aila Lauha ,  
 
Aro-  
 
 
 
Viljanen-Pihkala, Anna-  
Isotalo, Eeva-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Varkemaa, Elisa, A  
 
 
 
Ketola, Hanna-  
 
Kot  
Jouko Talonen ,  
 
 
jatko-opintojen ja  
 
 
 
väitöskirjan ohja  
 
 
 
lisensiaattitutkimuksen o  
 
 
 
väitöskirjan ohjaus, Timo Vuori,  
  
 
väitöskirjan ohjaus, Joni Pe  
 
 
 
väitöskirjan ohjaus, Jani Alatalo, Jouko Ta  
 
 
 
väitöskirjan ohjaus, Anna-Maija Viljanen-  
Mikko Ketola ,  
 
 
 
 
Väitöskirjan ohjaaja, Mikko Ketola, 2007  
 
 
 
Prizes and awards 
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
Mikael Agricolan risti, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 30.03.2010, Finland 
Juha Meriläinen ,  
Doctoral Thesis Award 2010, Juha Meriläinen, 25.03.2010, Finland 
Michael J. Karni Scholarship Winner 2010, Juha Meriläinen, 30.03.2010, United States 
Editor of research journal 
Aila Lauha ,  
 
 
Editor in chief of the Teologia.fi website. The ai  
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
Kirkko - Taide -  
2005, Finland 
 
 
 
Mikko Ketola ,  
 
 Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte, Mikko Ketola, 01.01.2  
 
 
8, United Kingdom 
 
 
Jaakko Antila ,  
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen  
 
Peer review of manuscripts 
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
Kirkon kalenteri 20  
Editor of communication journal 
Mikko Ketola ,  
Vartija-  
Assessment of candidates for academic posts 
Aila Lauha ,  
Assessment, Candidates for Professorhip at the University of Oslo, Aila Lauha, 2009, Norway 
Membership or other role in review committee 
Aila Lauha ,  
Evaluation of study progams in Theology, Estonian 
Estonia 
 
Evaluation of study progams in Theology, Esto
Estonia 
Member on the International Assessment Board, The Irish Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences (IRCHSS), Dub lin, 
.2008, Ireland 
Membership or other role in research network 
Aila Lauha ,  
Planning seminar of the EU-
Netherlands 
Network planning the EU-project Religious Tolerance and Interfaith Responsibility (for the 7. Frame-work programme), Aila Lauha, 
 
Membership or other role in national/international committee, council, board 
Aila Lauha ,  
The Fi  
 
 
Senate of Univers  
 9, Finland 
 
 
Advisory Board of the C  
 
Cooperation Organ of the University of Helsinki, Vice Member, A  
 
American Academy of Religion, Religion in Europe Consultation (Member of the Steering Committee), Aila 
States 
 
, Finland 
Advis  
 
Commission Internationale d'Histoire et d'Etudes du Chri  
Helsingin yliopisto, Tieteellisten aineistojen verkkopalveluhanke keskustakampukselle 2007-
2009, Finland 
 
F  
 
Church and Society Commission, Member, Ai  
 
Jouko Talonen ,  
Helsingin yliopiston Itäisen Keski-Euroopan, Balkanin ja Baltian tutkimuksen opintokokonaisuuden (IKEBB) ohjausryhmä (HY), Jouko 
 
Helsingin yliopiston Itäisen Keski-Euroopan, Balkanin ja Baltian tutkimuksen opintokokonaisuuden (IKEBB) suunnitteluryhmän jäsen 
05, Finland 
 
 
Teologisen tiedekunnan tiedekuntaneuvosto (varaj  
 
Helsingin yliopiston Itäisen Keski-Euroopan, Balkanin ja Baltian tutkimuksen opintokokonaisuuden (IKEBB) ohjausryhmä (HY), Jouko 
 
Helsingin yliopiston Itäisen Keski-Euroopan, Balkanin ja Baltian tutkimuksen opintokokonaisuuden suunnitteluryhmä, Jouko Talonen, 
 
Katariina-instituutin  
 
06, Finland 
 
Helsingin yliopiston Itäisen Keski-
31.12.2008, Finland 
 
, 
Finland 
Teologisen  
 Kirjahistorian professorin tehtävän täytön valmisteluryhmä, Jouko Talonen, 04.02  
31.05.2010, Finland 
Toimituskunnan jäsen, Jouko Talonen, 2010, Estonia 
toimituskunnan jäsen, Jouko Talo  
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
 
 
Luter  
 
1.12.2010, Finland 
 
 
, Finland 
 
 
Valtakunnallinen teologian tutkijakoulu, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 01.01.200  
 
 
nland 
 
 
31.12.2006, Finland 
 
 
d 
 
 
Suomalainen Teologinen Kirjallisuusseura, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 01.01.2008  
 
 
Valtakunnallinen teologian tutkijakoulu, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 01.01.2  
Mikko Ketola ,  
 
 
CIHEC:n (The International Commission for Comparative Ecclesiastical History) Suomen-kansalliskomission varapuheenjohtaja, Mikko 
 
Centrum för Norden- and 
 
 
Helsingin yliopiston teologisen tie  
Katariina-  
 
Su  
 
Suomen kirkkohistoriallisen seuran puheenjohtaja, Mikko Ketola,  
 
Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte -  
Scandinavia and the Baltic in Transnational and International Challenges -julkaisusarjan toimitusneuvoston jäsen, Mikko Ketola, 
 
 
, Finland 
 
Jaakko Antila ,  
 
 
 
Juha Meriläinen ,  
Helsingin yliopiston teologisen tiedekunnan  
Kirkkohistorian laitoksen jatko-  
Member of the Faculty Council, Faculty of Theology, University of Hel  
 
d 
 
 
Steering Board Member, teologia.fi -  
Secretary a  
 
Mika Pajunen 
Kirkolliskokouksen yleisvaliokunnan sihteeri, Mi  
Membership or other role in public Finnish or international organization 
Aila Lauha ,  
The National Matriculation board - Assisting Member (Evaluator) 1993-  
The Finnis
Finland 
 
The F  
 
Council of the Helsinki University Science F  
 
 
Member of the Advisory Committee of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland Church Committee for Responsible Investment, Aila 
 
 The Academy of Finland, Board of th  
 
Jouko Talonen ,  
Suomen teologinen instituutti (STI), hallituksen jäsen , 1. vpj (1.4.-31.12.2005),  
Teologisten tiedekuntien ja DIAK-  
Suomen teologinen instituutti (STI), hallituksen jäsen, 1. vpj, Jouko Talonen  
 
 
Perusta-lehden neuvottelukunta, Jouko Ta  
 
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
Yleisradio Oy:n hartausohjelmien valvontaelin, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 01.01.2003  
 
 
Kirkon kulttuuripalkintotyöryhmä, Kyllikki Tiensuu, 01.01.2  
 
 
Yleisradio Oy:n hartausohjelmien valvontaelin,  
 
Mikko Ketola ,  
Kirkkohallitus, Kirkko ja juutalaisuus -työryhmä, Mikko Ketola, 01.  
Ville Jalovaara ,  
 
nd 
 
Membership or other role of body in private company/organisation 
Aila Lauha ,  
Teologian ylioppilaiden tiedekuntayhdistys (The Student Cor  
Jouko Talonen ,  
 
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
Karjalan  
 
 
Emil Cedercreutzin  
 
 
Karjala  
 
and 
  
 
Suomen Luterilainen Eva  
 
 
Karjalan L  
 
 
 
 
 
Emil Cedercreutzin säätiö,  
 
 
Luterilaisen K  
 
 
Satakuntalainen Osakunta  
 
 
Helsingin evankelisen opiston  
 
 
Nurmeksen eva  
 
 
Satalinnan Säätiö  
Jaakko Antila ,  
 
Participation in interview for written media 
Jouko Talonen ,  
Baltic Church History -  
 
 
J  
Laestadius-  
Laestadius-  
Lestadiolaisuus-tilaisuus Hyvinkään seurakun  
 
 
Oulun Tuglas-seuran kokous, Jouko Talonen  
 
 
 
U  
 
 
Muonion  
 
 
Liesma-  
Vantaan Lauri -  
Etelä-  
Rozenatals -  
Suomen Raamattuopis
31.12.2011, Latvia 
Vähänkyrön seurakuntatalo osana seurakuntaviikkoa ja kirkon 200-
31.12.2011, Latvia 
 
 
 
 
Liipolan srk-  
Noormarkun kotiseututalo Kahari (Noormarkun kotiseutyhdistys, Noormarkun seurakunta ja kunnan sivistyslautakunta järjestäjinä), 
 
 
Tiililä-  
Esitelmä Etelä-Suomen Rauhan Sanan (Fridsföreningen i Södra Finland) Avointen ovien päivässä Helsingin Lestadiolaisen 
 
Esitelmä Oulun Historia-seuran teemaillassa (Oulu), Jouko  
Esitelmä Rukoilevaisen herätysliikkeen 250-  
Esitelmä Tiililä- Finland 
 
 
Keskitie eurooppalaisessa ja suomalaisessa ajattelussa-seminaari. Järjestäjinä Tasavalta-Seura ja Kristillissosiaalinen Keskusta-Klubi, 
 
Luento Laestadius-  
Oulun yliopi  
 
Heränneiden seuratuvan tiistaipii  
Historian Ystäväin Liiton XXIII historiaseminaari Lahden kansanopiston kanssa järjestettynä (Lahti), Jouko Talonen, 13.06.200
31.12.2011, Finland 
Raamattu- ja tunnustuspäivät (Tampere), Jouko Talonen,  
 
1, Finland 
 
 
Lähetysyhdistys Rauhan Sanan suvijuhlien seminaari (Rovaniemi), Jouko Talo  
Tiililä-  
Uuras Saarnivaara-seminaari Suomen ev.lut. Kansanlähetyksen toimintakeskuksessa Hausjärven Ryttylässä 16.-17.2. 2008, Jouko 
Talonen, 17.02.2008  
land 
Kyllikki Tiensuu ,  
YLE1, Horisontti-ohjelman kirkkohistorialliset henkilöku  
.2011, 
Finland 
YLE 1, Horisontti-ohjelman kirkkohistorialliset henkilökuvat  
 
Elokuvateatteri Bio Rexin Luther-  
Karjalaisen kulttuurin k  
Naisteologiyhdistyksen 70-  
 
Nurmeksen ev.lut. seurakunnan järjestämä kirkon 850-
Finland 
Mikko Ketola ,  
 
YLE 1, Mikko Ketola, 01.01.20  
 
Aamulehti (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 10.04.2005, Finland 
Esitelmä Keskustan eduskuntaryhmän järjestämässä esitelmätilaisuudessa Eduskunnan lisärakennuksen kansalaisinfossa, Mi kko 
Ketola, 20.10.2005, Finland 
HS Nyt-liite, Mikko Ketola, 08.04.2005, Finland 
Haastateltavana Helsingin yliopiston dosentti Mikko Ketola Helsingin tuomiokirkon kryptan Exodus  Juutalaisen kansan historiaa 
näyttelyssä.  Verkkokirkko, Mikko Ketola, 10.02.2005, Finland 
KD (Kristillisdemokraattinen viikkolehti, haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 09.06.2005, Finland 
Kotimaa (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 27.05.2005, Finland 
Lauantaivekkari, YLE 1, Mikko Ketola, 19.04.2005, Finland 
Suomen Kuvalehti (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 26.08.2005, Finland 
nland 
 
Vantaan Lauri (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 20.04.2005, Finland 
 
Dosentti Ketolan koodi, Mikko Ketola, 14.04.2006, Finland 
Etsi totuutta!, Mikko Ketola, 15.04.2006, Finland 
Kirkonmiehen pohjalainen Da Vinci mysteeri, Mikko Ketola, 20.03.2006, Finland 
Piispa Henrik pääsi pakoon, Mikko Ketola, 2006, Finland 
Salaliitto, teoriassa, Mikko Ketola, 26.02.2006, Finland 
Suomalainen Da Vinci mysteeri ratkaistaan lumisella Pohjanmaalla, Mikko Ketola, 17.02.2006, Finland 
Ville Jalovaara ,  
LERU seminar on Research-  
The Cold War &amp; Its Contexts,University of California S  
Tohtorikoulutuksen kehittämisen seminaari, Opetusministeriön asettama Tutkijankoulutuksen kehittämisryhmä, Helsinki, Ville Jalovaara, 
 
What is Theology within the different theologicalfields?, Symposium arranged by the Finnish Graduate School of Theology, Turku, Ville 
 
 
Pohjolan Sanomat, Ville Jalovaara, 07  
Sana-  
 
 
Vantaa  
 
Participation in radio programme 
Mikko Ketola ,  
Radio Dei, Mikko Ketola, 18.04.2005, Finland 
YLE, Radio X (suora lähetys), Mikko Ketola, 04.04.2005, Finland 
YLE, radion ulkomaantoimitus, Mikko Ketola, 04.04.2005, Finland 
Haastattelu sarjassa Saksalainen Itämeri, Mikko Ketola, 03.10.2006, Finland 
Kultakuume-ohjelma, Mikko Ketola, 01.03.2006, Finland 
Radio Dei, Mikko Ketola, 18.05.2006, Finland 
Radio Dei, Mikko Ketola, 01.03.2006, Finland 
Ville Jalovaara ,  
 Finland 
 
 
Participation in TV programme 
Aila Lauha ,  
Reflections on the war-time past, Aila Lauha, 05.12.2005, Finland 
Mikko Ketola ,  
Nelosen tv-uutiset, Mikko Ketola, 19.04.2005, Finland 
Nelosen tv-uutiset (puhelinhaastattelu suorassa lähetyksessä), Mikko Ketola, 19.04.2005, Finland 
TV 7 (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 06.06.2005, Finland 
YLE Aamu-tv, Mikko Ketola, 20.04.2005, Finland 
YLE Aamu-tv (haastattelu), Mikko Ketola, 04.04.2005, Finland 
YLEn tv-uutiset, Mikko Ketola, 05.04.2005, Finland 
Arto Nyberg, Mikko Ketola, 26.02.2006, Finland 
Haastattelu K-Rappu-ohjelmassa, Mikko Ketola, 23.05.2006 
Ville Jalovaara ,  
Tv-  
Appendix B.b. 
 
Maria Forsman, Chief Information Specialist, DSocSc 
Helsinki University Library 7.7.2011 
 
The bibliometric analyses by Helsinki University Library (HULib) 
 
Background: The bibliometric analyses – especially citation analyses – have raised 
a lot of discussion and critics among researchers in social sciences and humanities. 
Researchers view that bibliometric analyses are often unfair to these fields of 
sciences because they do not give a good enough picture of the publishing. Citation 
databases – Web of Science and Scopus – cover only weakly the main publications 
in these fields. Also, in humanities and social sciences monograph is still the main 
form of publishing, and it does not include in these article databases. 
 
At the University of Helsinki, the above mentioned concerns have been taken into 
account in the evaluation. The Evaluation Office has ordered analyses from the 
Helsinki University Library (HULib) for the participating researcher communities 
that are weakly represented in Web of Science. The database for the HULib analyses 
is TUHAT (https://tuhat.halvi.helsinki.fi/portal/en/) including all the publications 
that the researchers have considered important. 
 
Based on this data, information specialists at HULib have carried out the following 
analyses: 
1) Number of authors/publication/year as a table; a pie of authors/publication 
in the period 2005-2010; 
2) Language of publication/year; a pie of language of publication in the period 
2005-2010; 
3) Articles/journal/year; journals have been compared by ISSN with the 
Norwegian, Australian and ERIH (2007-2008) journal ranking lists; number of 
articles in ranked journals; 
4) Publisher/monograph type (according to TUHAT database); monographs 
have been compared with the Norwegian publisher ranking list. According to 
this, it has been counted how many monographs are published by a leading 
scientific publisher (2) or a scientific 
publisher (1). 
5) Conference publications (from TUHAT database) especially in computer 
sciences; compared with the Australian conference ranking list. 
 
Where relevant, some additional analyses and notes concerning the 
publication culture of a scientific field have been added. Overall, these 
analyses complement the other evaluation material and lists of the 
publications of the participating researcher communities. 
 
If the publications of the RCs were less than 50 or/and the internal coverage 
less than 40 percentage, the WoS analyses were considered not reliable. 
These RCs were 58 altogether. 
 
In addition, both Leiden and Library analyses were done to the RCs if WoS 
analyses covered less than 40 per cent of the peer review (A+C) publications 
of the RC. These RCs were 8 altogether. 
 
The appendix includes the analyses of the RC under discussion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis of publications by Helsinki University 
Library – 66 RCs altogether 
 
 
 
 
Biological, Agricultural and Veterinary Sciences 
Luukkanen, Olavi– VITRI 
Valsta, Lauri – SUVALUE 
 
Natural Sciences 
Abrahamsson, Pekka – SOFTSYS 
Kangasharju, Jussi – NODES 
Ukkonen, Esko – ALKO 
Väänänen, Jouko – HLG 
 
Humanities 
Aejmelaeus, Anneli – CSTT 
Anttonen, Pertti – CMVG 
Dunderberg, Ismo – FC 
Havu, Eva – CoCoLaC 
Heikkilä, Markku – RCSP 
Heinämaa, Sara – SHC  
Henriksson, Markku – CITA 
Janhunen, Juha – LDHFTA  
Kajava Mika, – AMNE  
Klippi, Anu – Interaction  
Knuuttila, Simo – PPMP 
Koskenniemi, Kimmo – BAULT 
Lauha, Aila – CECH 
Lavento, Mika – ARCH-HU 
Lukkarinen, Ville – AHCI 
Lyytikäinen, Pirjo – GLW 
Mauranen, Anna – LFP 
Meinander, Henrik – HIST 
Nevalainen, Terttu – VARIENG 
Pettersson, Bo – ILLC 
Pulkkinen, Tuija – Gender Studies 
Pyrhönen, Heta – ART 
Ruokanen, Miikka – RELDIAL 
Saarinen, Risto – RELSOC 
Sandu, Gabriel – LMPS 
Tarasti, Eero – MusSig 
Vehmas-Lehto, Inkeri – TraST 
Östman, Jan-Ola – LMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next appendix includes the analyses of the 
RC under discussion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social Sciences 
Airaksinen, Timo – PPH 
Engeström, Yrjö – CRADLE 
Granberg, Leo - TRANSRURBAN 
Haila, Anne – Sociopolis 
Hautamäki, Jarkko – CEA 
Heinonen, Visa – KUMU 
Helén, Ilpo – STS 
Hukkinen, Janne – GENU 
Jallinoja, Riitta – SBII 
Kaartinen, Timo – SCA 
Kettunen, Pauli - NordSoc 
Kivinen, Markku – FCREES 
Koponen, Juhani – DEVERELE 
Koskenniemi, Martti – ECI 
Kultti, Klaus – EAT 
Lahelma, Elina – KUFE 
Lanne, Markku – TSEM 
Lavonen, Jari – RCMSER  
Lehtonen, Risto – SocStats  
Lindblom-Ylänne, Sari – EdPsychHE 
Nieminen, Hannu – MECOL 
Nuotio, Kimmo – Law  
Nyman, Göte – METEORI 
Ollikainen, Markku – ENFIFO 
Pirttilä-Backman, Anna-Maija – DYNASOBIC 
Rahkonen, Keijo – CulCap 
Roos, J P – HELPS 
Simola, Hannu – SOCE-DGI 
Sulkunen, Pekka – PosPus 
Sumelius, John – AG ECON 
Vaattovaara, Mari – STRUTSI 
Vainio, Martti – SigMe 
INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION OF RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF HELSINKI  
27.6.2011 TS / 19.4.2012 MF 
PUBLICATION DATA 2005-2010 
Contemporary European Church History (CECH)/Aila Lauha 
Category  2. The research of the participating community is of high quality, but the 
community in its present composition has yet to achieve strong international recognition or 
a clear break-through. 
Number of authors in publications/year 
Number of authors 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Grand total
1 40 49 53 25 44 36 247
2 5 3 1 3 1 6 19
3 3 3
4 1 1 2
5 2 2
6 1 1
Grand total 48 56 55 28 45 42 274  
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Language of publications/year 
Language 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Grand total
de_DE 1 1 1 3
en_GB 12 7 5 1 4 1 30
fi_FI 34 45 49 25 36 38 227
lv_LV 1 2 1 2 6
sv_SE 1 2 3 6
und 1 1 2
Grand total 48 56 55 28 45 42 274  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 author 90,1 % 
2 authors 6,9 % 
3 authors 1,1 % 
4 authors 0,7 % 
5 authors 0,7 % 
 6 authors 0,4 % 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Language of publications 2005-2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DE 1,1 % 
EN 10,9 % 
FI 82,8 % 
LV 2,2 % 
SV 2,2 % 
Other 0,7 % 
de_DE 
en_GB 
fi_FI 
lv_LV 
sv_SE 
und 
Journal / Year / Total 
 
Journal 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Grand total
Teologinen Aikakauskirja 2 5 7 2 4 4 24
Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran Vuosikirja 1 7 6 1 5 20
Vantaan Lauri 11 11
Helsingin Sanomat 1 1 1 3 2 1 9
Kaleva 2 4 2 8
Kotimaa 3 1 1 1 6
Historiallinen Aikakauskirja 1 1 1 2 5
Teologia.fi 2 2 4
Perusta 1 1 2 4
Kirchliche Zeitgeschichte 2 1 1 4
Latvijas Luter?nis 1 3 4
Kanava 2 1 3
Rauhan sana 3 3
Sanansaattaja 1 1 2
Synsygus : Suomen uskonnonopettajain liiton jäsenkirje. 2 2
Aamulehti 1 1 2
A propos [Elektroninen aineisto] : Suomen Akatemian lehti 1 1 2
Sana. 1 1 2
Turun Sanomat 1 1 2
Kristet perspektiv 1 1
Kirkko ja kaupunki 1 1
Suomen Kuvalehti 1 1
Museo : Suomen museoliiton julkaisu 1 1
Lähde : historiatieteellinen aikakauskirja 1 1
Glaube in der 2. Welt 1 1
Kytkin: Kirkon diakonia ja yhteiskuntatyön tiedotuslehti 1 1
Inkerin kirkko 1 1
Suomenmaa : Keskustapuolueen pää-äänenkannattaja. 1 1
Uusi tie. 1 1
Arkistoviesti 1 1
Dialog (St Paul) 1 1
Elämään 1 1
Pohjolan joulu 1 1
International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church 1 1
Vartija : ihminen, uskonto, yhteiskunta. 1 1
Communio viatorum 1 1
Reseptio : Kirkon ulkomaanasiain keskuksen teologisten asiain jaoston tiedotuslehti. 1 1
Grand total 15 24 39 11 27 19 135
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Journal ranking (Norway, Australia, ERIH) 
 
Norway ranking 
Level 2 = highest scientific, Level 1= scientific 
Australian ranking 
A* 
Typically an A* journal would be one of the best in its field or subfield in which to publish and would 
typically cover the entire field/subfield.  Virtually all papers they publish will be of a very high 
quality.  These are journals where most of the work is important (it will really shape the field) and 
where researchers boast about getting accepted.  Acceptance rates would typically be low and the 
editorial board would be dominated by field leaders, including many from top institutions. 
A  
The majority of papers in a Tier A journal will be of very high quality. Publishing in an A journal would 
enhance the author’s standing, showing they have real engagement with the global research 
community and that they have something to say about problems of some significance.  Typical signs 
of an A journal are lowish acceptance rates and an editorial board which includes a reasonable 
fraction of well known researchers from top institutions. 
B 
Tier B covers journals with a solid, though not outstanding, reputation.  Generally, in a Tier B journal, 
one would expect only a few papers of very high quality. They are often important outlets for the 
work of PhD students and early career researchers.  Typical examples would be regional journals 
with high acceptance rates, and editorial boards that have few leading researchers from top 
international institutions. 
C 
Tier C includes quality, peer reviewed, journals that do not meet the criteria of the higher tiers. 
ERIH ranking 2007-2008 
Purpose of The European Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH) is to develop and to maintain an 
impact assessment tool for European research journals. Journal classification processes are 
conducted by discipline-specific expert panels. In the ERIH 2007 Initial List there are three 
categories:   
A = international publications, both European and non-European, with high visibility and influence 
among researchers in the various research domains in different countries, regularly cited all over the 
world.    
B = international publications, both European and non-European, with significant visibility and 
influence in the various research domains in different countries. 
C = European publications with a recognized scholarly significance among researchers in the 
respective research domains in a particular readership group in Europe; occasionally cited outside 
the publishing country, though the main target group is the domestic academic community. 
 
  
Norway Journal articles
Level 2
Level 1 7  
 
Australia Journal articles
Level A*
Level A
Level B 34
Level C 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Publisher ranking (based on Norwegian ranking list) 
 
Publisher 
C1 Published 
scientific 
monograph
C2 Edited book, 
compilation, conference 
proceedings or special 
issue of journal
D5 Textbook or 
professional 
handbook or 
guidebook or Grand Total
Publisher 
ranking
Edita 1 2 3 1
Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura 6 6 no
The Finnish Society of Church History 1 1 no
Suomalainen teologinen kirjallisuusseura 1 1 no
Pohjois-Suomen historiallinen yhdistys 1 1 no
Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura 1 1 1
Aleksanteri institute 1 1 no
Church Research Institute 1 1 no
Eerdmans 1 1 1
Suomen Lähetysseura 1 1 no
Finlands svenska tankesmedja Magma 1 1 no
Tammi 1 1 no
Otava 1 1 no
Grand total 7 10 3 20
 
 
Publisher ranking Number of publications
2 0
1 5
no 15  
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